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Do you know o person whose work in the realm of education merits celebration?

1 Do you know a school that fosters individual thinking, that is unafraid oF taking the less beaten path?

Do you know a feather whose work and spirit make for sparkling classroom interactions?

* Are you a creative individual * scientist, historian, artist, poet, musician, writer - who knows how to cut through

the jargon and talk about your work to lay people?

Do you have on anecdote about an insightful, heartwarming interaction with o student or child?

If the answer to any of these questions is 'yes' - do write to us at editor@mindfields.in

We will be hoppy to have your suggestions ond contributions translate into interviews, features, comic strips in our

future issues.

Contributors will receive o honorarium and a free year-long subscription to Mindfields.
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n December 7th
?

2010 over 1500

school leaders

gathered for what

was India's most significant

education conclave chis year; the

iD j scoven X S F.F.D 'School of

1bmortuw
1

e o of crctice . ] 1 i c

conference was held

simiiltimeoH^y across New Delhi,

Mumbai and Chennai and

Hyderabad with a seamless

videoconference link with the

Harvard and MIT campuses in

Boston. With leading lights tike

C hire ha ran I"his, Peter Scnge of

MIT and Prof David Perkins

gave keynote addresses litiJ over

4( } vm i ne.nt pan e Ii sts fm

m

Education, Guvermnenl and

Business contributed to

provocative panel discussions.

Author Guftharan Das opening the carrc rcr.ct witfr the India Education address

SCHOOL OF h'ssr1

TOMORROW
The XSEED Conference on the Future of School Education

"Vi :.i:jp Nn v- k ' ilirough 1 d i versi 1 y o I viewpoints, tile collfere nce

Mtintns' Minefields ! t-am disseminated a coherent message about what lies ahead tor

school education today. The speakers concurred that the

world oi tomorrow 1-1 going to demand a different set of skills

from children that include creativity,, confidence and ethical

values; and not just memorization and ex.isiimiuioi]

performance. Finally; the conference also showcased some

vc tv useful practical ideas on hnw ro re-design curriculum,

teaching and assessment practices so chat children learn hv

06 MINDFtEUJS £SUL 12; 33 JANlJWW 201
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expe ricnee, c i jg .igeme n t, re fl ecvion

and application.

The conference opened with the

India Lducatioii address from

author Gurcharan Das who made

li direct connection between

cduc ari on q u a I i tv a nd t h c des r r 11 t,

of the n a 1 3 on. He noted -
“India

has become rhe second fastest

growing economy in the world

with one hand tied. The tied hand

b a metaphor for tile lack ofgood

education to our children. Imagine

what would happen si" i he other

hand got untied ,

11

The panel discussions on society's

expectations from schools echoed

Gurcharan s thoughts. Leaders

from the corporate world, media

and government noted that a

different kind of citizen was

needed tor tomoirncw's India r They

emphasized the need tor nurturing

innate talents of children, helping

them choose then vocations,

giving them creative and

collaborative skills, and an ability

to lead a balanced life.

A panel of education experts and

school leaders made three clear

calk for action to the domain. The

first was to school principals to step

our from die office room into the

classroom to engage directly in the

process of student learning. The
second w as to school managements

to invest heavily in professional

development of teachers. Arid the

last was for the policy makers for

shifting the emphasis from concent

co teaching methods.

Over 1500 school

leaders gathered for

India's most

significant education

conclave in 2010, the

iDiscoveri XSEEO

School of Tomorrow

conference.

WWW.MINCntUJS.IN
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The conference was

held simultaneously

across New Delhi,

Mumbai, Chennai and

Hyderabad with a

seamless video-

conference link with

the Harvard and

IVIIT campuses in

Boston.

Many members of the audience

spoke candidly about the urgent

need to reform current practices

inside schools and called for a

dramatic change in parental

aspirations from children.

Showcasing path -breaking research

from leading practitioners on the

subject significantly enriched the

conversation generated in the

conference,

Peter Senge ofMIX one of the

top 25 thinkers of the world gave

X5EED material showcased at ihe venue in 'New Delhi

an address on
L

De- Industrializing

School Education' in which he

made a ease for learning that was

rooted in "doing
1

by children,

contextualized to their world and

provided opportunity for personal

growth.

He showed a powerlul video of a

school in Tucson Arizona that

showed young children practice

complex 'Systems Thinking'

principles in their daily life - while

reflecting on school violence.

Gurtharan Das and Astiish Rajipal addressing members of the media

DH WIND FI ELDS iSSUt 12 1 13 JANllARV 2011
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Pefcfrr Senge addressing conference ft&m h >5 office at HU In Bostun

As Kish Rajpaf founder and CEO of

sDiscoveri Education, in his ease

siudy presentation 'The I igbt tu

Education
1

showed how a simple

multi - step learning process of

action followed by reflection ;snd

feedback could replace the one-step

telling prevdenr in most

classroom s .W i th vi deos i >i childre n

,

leaches and parents who art

experiencing this program in

hundreds ofmainstream schools in

India, Ashfch showed thar genuine

innovation was possible at scale.

David Perkins
p
Harvard professor

and n leading researcher on

creativity and thinking in

classrooms
„
brought two

provocative thoughts in his

keynote address "Teaching for the

Unknown 71

. Pic emphasised that

the world of tomorrow demanded

dlexpcrtise’ - an ability tu

integrate disciplines and skills to

solve real-world problems vs.

narrow ‘expertise". He also made a

l as c fo r rti a k ing infbrined rh or r es

on thu content of what to teach

children today so that it h useful

tomorrow, lie suggested choosing

a subject like ‘Communicable

Diseases that has more practical

relevance over 'Mitosis/ an

abstract biological concept is ,in

example ol a curriculum that is

geared towards the future.

In sum man-, i he conference

generated palpable movement in

the minds of people who matter

most in our children s education;

the owners and leaders of India'

schools,

wtb s its : www. fr ho ulof 1 d rmw. in

MiFujfiefccts at the conteretite

Peter Senge of MIT,

one of the top 25

thinkers of the world

gave an address on

De-lndustrializrng

School Education’

and David Perkins of

Harvard, a leading

mind in creativity and

thinking in

classrooms talked

about "Teaching for

the Unknown."
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THE TRUE IDEA OF

KNOWLEDGE
Author and management guru, Gurcharan Das talks

about the importance of private education in

emerging markets like India - and how with very little

attention paid to them, India has been able to make

so much progress,

Illustr^ucjn: Amruto Patil

I
1

vt: a Iways be l i eved tl tit the rehitio ] 1ship betwc t'i i the -ti ide n i n d

the teacher is an unequal relationship! and we need to bring more

equahi
)

hito that relationship. We also need to see that the teacher

not somebody whn gives something to the student., but u is rhe

student who discovers things as he or she interacts with the teacher. And

that's the true idea ol knowledge.

Vixi'M Fnd i a li as herome the seennd Last u s t grow ing econoi 1

1

y in l ! se -wo r d

.

Sometimes I wonder how this has been possible. One ran understand

China's success, induced f rom rhe top hv an efficient government wild

supported by amazing infrastructure. Ours, on the other hand, is really a

peopleA success, raised from below and almost despite the srate. Some o-

us say, India rises at night while the govern menr is asleep. And therefore

the prosperity India hiss achieved is all the more remarkable

WOW, CAN YOU IMAGINE WHAT IT WOULI IE LIKE IF WE COUtD FIX GOVERN ANCE!

Governance is very much on our mind these days, what with \r Raja and

Kaim ad h and all sorts ul' worthy people, who have shamed ns. Bur rhe real

corruption is on the ground, one that we dnrfr really talk about. It it the

fact iliac one out of tour school teachers in a government primary school,

doe so " r show up. And one out oi tour oi those who Jo, does not teach.

Today we have i.7 million primary school teachers and half nf them arc

I L'l Ml HD FIELDS ISSUL V±\ IS 1AWUAKY 2011



The teacher is not

somebody who

gives something to

the student, but it is

the student who

discovers things as

he or she interacts

with the teacher.

And that's the true

idea of knowledge.

not doing their job, \i a time when,

.-it for the Sixth Pay Commission,

they are earning an average of

22i00O rupees a month. This is die

moral failure.

And so ii] a sense* I rid in has risen

with one hand tied behind the

back. The one hand tied h the one

rhar confronts! us everyday. The tied

hand is a metaphor for those

absentee school teachers. It's a

metaphor for the type cTeduaerion

that we deliver. A Chinese

businessman told me that the

nightmare of rhy chines c leadership

is this:
4What if rhai second hand

got untied?" I oday
h about five per

cent of Indians get a good

education, and another 15 percent

ger a reasonable education. But

80% get a very bad education. And
[hat's the metaphor of the hand

Thai i-. ikd behind tin- back. And if

that hand got untied, what a

LormidabEc country we would he!

At this conference about the

schools oftomorrow, I wanr fo give

you my own personal thoughts

ahoiu the schools of tomorrow;

2UI1 JANUARY ISSUE 12ft:- MlNDflElPS !
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J am convinced, that we

should not put down

children who speak

Hinglish. For within 50

years, we are going to

produce a Shakespeare

in Hinglish. Then, it will

become a proper

language.

about what rhe purpose of

education is, and what makes for a

good education* In inv view, it

comes down to nurturing five

potentialities in us alt; self-

confidence* ambition* curiosity*

responsibility and integrity

(dharma). Self confidence and

ambition.

RAJ 0 AND 400 WORDS OF ENGLISH:

When [ took early retirement from

my corporate career. I decided to go

on a Bharat Darshan. On one ofmy
trips* 1 went from Chennai to

Pondicherry. On the way, we

stopped tor coffee in a village. The

14-year- old boy serving us was

called Raju and he rold us rbat he

was earning 4‘SO rupees a month.

He seemed very proud of an

amount that 1 thought was very

little. Then he explained that* at ft

p.m. every davT when he finished

wailing on cables, he went to the

neighbouring village for computer

lessons. Which also cost 450 rupees

a month. So he had made a perfect

deal!

Then he -said very quietly, that he

plans to grow up and run a

computer company, I said, "Raju*

where did you get this obsession

with computers?
11

And he s;>ys r as

though i should have known the

answer all along* *Tm going to be

Bill Gates. *1 ask* “Well, why?” He

says* “1 want to be the tic [test man

in the world.
5

" That was the answer

of a 14- year -old low caste village

boy in Tamil Nadu.

Raju partly explains why India has

become the second fastest growing

economy. Self-assurance and
j

ambition are evident.

As J was leaving this cafe* he said

to me, “You blow. I've fig li red out

the secret of success," 1 said, "what

is it?" Me said, "hirst you must learn

Windows. Second, you must learn

400 words of English,* 1 asked,

“Why 400 words, Raju?
7
’

1 le says*

To learn TOFELT Now I didn’t

know that one needed to know only

400 words to pass TOPEL, but

Raju believed in

And there, along with self assurance

and ambition, we see mental

liberation. Raju's mind has been

liberated, has become decolonized.

This is exemplified in his- attitude

to English: when we were young*

we HAD to spejtk English in a

certain way. For Raju* il is 400

words, and it comes second* alter

Windows EE t

The rise of E Einglish rs also partly

because of people like Rajii. We
have always mixed the words of our

mother tongue and English, for

generations. 1 lowever* earlier, it was

rhe lower classes expressing upward

mobility, of entering the echelons

of the middle and upper middle

classes. Now, hinglish is the

fashionable language of South

Delhi* Bombay and Bangalore.

So* what we have is a mental

liberation in attitudes. And 1 am

convinced, that we should not pur

down children who speak hinglish.

For within SO years, we are going to

produce a Shakespeare in Hinglish.

Then, it will become a proper

language.

So* for nic
P
Raju is expressing the

self-confidence of India; the

ambition of the young people; and

that the hypocrisy about money has

disappeared. We always loved

rnonev r but during the socialist raj T

we were too hypocritical to express

it; and now people call it greed* or

whatever- have -you. But I believe

17 MIKDF1ELD5 ;S3UL U
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that the desire for money is an

expression of achievement, of

ambition.

MAKING A HFE
a NOT A LIVING

Tile second idea rhnr 1 want to

express is the difference between

making ,i living and malting a life.

Most middle class mothers and

lathers want their children to go to

school so they can get a good job

and “be settled
1

". However, as we

overcome our middle class

insecurities, we will understand

that education is not about making

a living, bur about making a life.

Wliiu do I mean by ^making a life*?

I mean that education Is the

preparation for a flourishing life. A
person who is uneducated depends

on his or her own experience. What
education does is tliat It allows s

person to learn from the

experiences of others. The more we
read, I he more we learn from the

experiences of others. Therefore

y

Lhc whole idea behind the notion of

"Great Books".

1 he bes t thing about an American

undergraduate education is th.it

you are made to read the great

books. For the first lwo years, no

matter whether you
r

re going to be

an engineer, a doc tor, .s scientist, or

whatever the, you have to go

through a general education

programme. This is basically a

programme of learning the

humanities, the social Sciences by

reading lots of book*. This is how
the Great Book^ Programme was

created, almost a hundred years ;igo,

at rh e U n i ve rsi t y o f Chicago.

I would suggest thn t you google

(ire-ir Books Programme' and look

at the hundred greats that will pop

up. You can decide for yourself and

MW MINCHREBS N

for your children, which of these

books you and they would like ut

read. When you read those books

you learn to interrogate a text, This
is what i did, over the lasf six years.

When I went to Chicago and
became a student again, and

interrogated the M ah a bh a r'u r . Out

of that came the book. Difficulty $/

Being Good.

The idea is to breathe life into a

text, and learn from the experience

of others. It is to really think,

“What if 1 had jusr ibiee months

more to live? How should I live

th cse last three months of my life?”

And live everyday like dial.

1 w:ss lucky that I got a scholarship

rn Harvard, as an undergraduare.

At that time, Indians hardly went

abroadJf they did, they went to

Oxford and Cambridge because

they had connections through their

parents or whatever.

My lather was an engineer. bo h 1

thought 1 should become an

engineer, like my father. Very

quickly, when T entered college,

I harvard mid me, “Oh, you're in the

wrong college lor engineering* That

one is down 1 lie fiver, called MITT
bo I switched rn Chemistry i Watson

had just won the Nobel prize and so

I wanted to be an organic chemist.

risen, 1 came home that summer,

and for the first time 3 >nw ibe

poverty of India. 1 returned

determined to study economics,

feeling sure that th;it was tile only

way we're going ro do something

about this poverty. But in my spring

semester of my second year, 1 was

enticed by history and literature. So

I switched my major once again,

from economics ro his lory jnd

hieralure. And then in mi third

year, T suddenly began stud l ing

'SCHOOL OF ?; - A
TOMORROW
Hi KEEED EiiIiiiib ii iti linn il f.-tjil FJ^hyf a i I
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Education is the

preparation for a

flourishing fife. A person

who is uneducated

depends on his or her own

experience, education

allows a person to learn

from the experiences uf

others.

ftll JAlWNff ISSLft 11
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In my case exploring so

many areas of interest,

and following the lead of

my curiosity happened by

accident, you can do this

by design. And that is

what making a life is all

about.

architecture. And then suddenly

switched to Sanskrit!

By now, my parents were really

beginning to worry. My mother had

a neighbour just across the fence.

Every few months she would ask,

“How is your son doing?” After a

while my mother says she stopped

telling her what 1 was doing,

because she was so embarrassed.

But the point ui my story is that,

though in my case exploring so

many areas of interest, and

following the lead of mv curio sin-'

happened by accident, vuu can do

this by design. And that is w3sa(

making a Life is all about.

RESPONSIBILITY: THE STORY OF

KAWIBLE

When 1 was working at Proctor

and Gamble, there was a temporary

security guard iu the evening, I roin

A kola district, called Ramble,

Ramble was an amazing fellow:

within two monrhs of his coming

to our company, the evening shift

in our company improved, lluJ

became far belter than the daytime

company.

Why? Because Kamble took charge

of everything. He was a temporary

security guard, but he rang hi

himself how to run the lelex

machine. He taught himseli how to

run the fax machine. He could use

the switchboard. And run a

projector.

I Iasi l; a 1
1 v, i 1 li nyrking wen t wrnrig in

the evening, everyone said, "Ask

Ramble"' And things would be set

right. Then, after six monrhs* our

telephone operator went on

maternity leave, and Ramble asked

i he head of TTRD (Personnel) to

give him a c ha n c.e . To which he wa

s

posed the question,
41You have a

temotaty job. Ramble, why do you

answer the phone so promptly on

the second ringr’
1

I Ie had an

amazing answer: 1 think it might

be a customer; you might Lose an

order.
1 '

Now imagine a ret Sow, who is not a

graduate, but knows instinctively

why the business exists: it exists

because of its customers. Our

Finance Director wouldn't have

been able ro answer that question,

because our Finance Director

would forget that the company

exists because of the customer. That

is what 1 call the notion of

responsibility,

YUDHISTRA AND DHAHMA

The best way to illustrate the idea

of integrity; which we call dharm a,

is through a couple of short stories

from the Mahabharat.

N ow
h

eve ry bi sdy1

s fayo li ri re

character in the Mahabharat is

Kama e>r K aran. He is such a tragic

figure,, that I don't know why

mothers give name their children

after him.

You can understand naming a child

Arjun. Arjun's a winner. So every

fifth son in Tndia is called Arjun,

’Ycr nobody is called Yudhishtra,

Anyway, mothers have chosen ro

have successful sons, rather than

good sons.

You know the story of Kama. He
was kuntfs son. Bom illegitimately

she puts Kama into a basket and

floats him on the river, fmm where

he Ls picked up bv a charioteer.

Thus he, a royal prince, grows up

as a Suta Putril or a charioteer'

s

son. In today's day of affirmative

action, we would call him ;in OBC.
So he grows up an OBC but he has

enormous talent and ambition and

U Ml WIELDS ISSUE 12 1 1 J jfiNUASIV 2UU WWW.HINElfttlDS.IN



soon becomes the greatest warrior

of his rime.

He fulls in love wirh Draup^dL

Dnipadi's father decides to liolct a

swapmva ra
T w hieh he arrends.

Because Dm pad i is beautiful, all

file princes and the kings vye for

her hand, it's a very difficult

contest and everybody fails in using

a heavy bow to strike it l a moving

targe r. Only Karnu succeeds, and lie

thinks he's won u royal princess.

When he goes up to her, expecting

to he garlanded, she suys T “I won't

marry a Sllta Pulra/' His face drops.

And there's a whole side story in

the M;diiibliaraE
h
of his- unrequited

sexual yearning for Draupadi,

Now he desperately wants the

world to believe rhaf he's a

Kshatriya. He's a great warrior, but

he is constantly slighted. As we

today constantly alight the OBt?s.

In firr. in rural India, if you want

to slight or abuse a person from rhe

low caste person, you call him a

Sura Putra.

Fast forward. You remem her a

moment in the Midribhum when
the war becomes inevitable: the

Kauravas do not return the

kingdom back to die Panda vas as

they had promised. Krishna,

realising that l lie Pandavas ate

going to lose with Kama against

them, decides to go try and make
Kama switch sides.

He tells him, for the lust time, that

he is not a Sura Pntra, but a

Kshatriya. ’"You're not just a

Kshatriya; you are a royal Kshatriya,

Not only that, you are the eldest.

So, with you and Arjun on our side,

we will conquer the earth. Wc will

win this war, and then you Witt be

king and Draupadi will he yours."

WWW.MWDNL1IM

Imagine, everything that he's

always yearned for being offered to

him in one guf

But he doesn't switch sides. Instead

he says to Krishna: ’'Your mother is

not the one who gives birth to you;

she is the one who brings you up.
M

What a wonderful statement; That

exemplifies integrity.

Mahabharat is a dark tale. There's

a war. Everybody dies. And the

winners hiive to rule over an empt y

kingdom, for 35 years. But in rhi$

dark story, the Mahahharat

snatches victory in moments like

these when it teaches you what is

real dharma.

At the end of the epic, Yudhistra is

walking to heaven
h
when i sr fay-

dug attaches itself to him. When
i hey reach heaven , Tndra comes out

and s ays, "WcEcome great king."

And Yud Irishtra, instead of going

into heaven, says, '"But what about

this dogr" Indra says, “ He's not

even your dog. He's just a dirty

street dog. Beside* this is heaven.

No dugs are allowed,” And
Yudishtra wonders what kind of

place heaven was where the ABC
uJ dharma is not understood; that

it somebody comes to you for

refuge, you help them nut.

T think our education should

anebnr m with this sense of

dharma; rhar every child in every

school of tomorrow will understand

the meaning of dharma illustrated

In these stories. Mayhe more

mothe rs * hou Id namc the! r

children "Yudhisrhra
1

who says "1

act beau Re I must". •
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Our education should

anchor us with this sense

of dharma; that every

child in every school of

tomorrow will understand

the meaning of dharma

illustrated in these

stories.
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INNOVATION IN

SCHOOLS
Peter Senge, inarguably the defining

management thinker in the last 25 years,

talks about deindustrializing school education:

Attempts to improving our education system

must start with uncovering assumptions

that treat schools as machines instead

of the living systems they are.'

lllusfcralson: Aim u La Pa til

S
chools arc cultural archetypes. 1 tun

going dwell on a few general ideas

about the context in which modern day

schools hmre begun and locus on what

wc are learning from lots and lots ufc schools

which are actually creating a different kind of

environment. This has been going on for many

years in the public school system in the Ob, not

just in private schools. Especially In the last

decade or so, there has been a red effort to

move these innovative schools into the poorer

parts of the tides and regions.

Wc have found that when things arc actually

challenged and people are having ditbeul ties,

they are much more open to basic innovation.

I d WINGFIELDS I53UL 12 1 Umm 3)1)



What does h.isic innovation look

like in a echoed? We do nor have to

think very long to recognize the

disconnects. Wc all know a lor

about learning. I he mnn we drink

about nature of learning Itself, the

less likely we would he satisfied

with the inside i if schools, lit other

words, if you were to start off with

how do human beings learn, almost

the last riling that would come up

i.s i he modem day design of the

school.

THE INHERENT NATURE OF LEARNING

Learning Lakes place til tough

action. It is the only w.vv we’ve ever

learnt anything. We J:d not learn

to walk by listening to snmehodt

talk to ns iibout walking; ur did not

learn to ride bicycles by listening to

lectures on gyroscopic motion. We
did no l learn to talk bv somebody

giving us a speech lesson. Wc learnt

through doing.

Learning Is highly contextual. To
learn what matters is in tile context

that matters.

Learning is always about becoming

who 1 rniglu be. Learning Jeep

down is always a developmental

journey rhiu is fundamentally

grounded in the remarkable variety

of human expression. Learning is

not about becoming someone e 1 st;

but about becoming me. There is

no one right wav to walk, .11 1 more

than there is one right way to ride a

bicycle. Learning is inherently

highly individualism . Rut when we

really understand the role of

context i r 1 learning, learning is

highly social. So there is ,i kind of

paradox at the heart of all real

learning, Tf is deeply personal,

highly individualistic and

inherently collective, For example,

we learn walking in a community of

walkers. Can you imagine learning

m 1 JANUARY ISSUE 12 1
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to tide a bicycle it you weren't

surrounded by bicycle riders?

Obviously* mastering a natural

language, which in many ways is a

kind of an archetype of a learning

process* is inherently a collective

phenomenon.

The more we think about these

very basics of learning, the more we

look at a school and sav this is truly

crazy* Everybody is passive; the

people in charge are the teachers.

School is never about learning; it is

about teaching. The whole goal of

modern school is standardized

outputs. Testing is a great way of

determining' that you have met

standards. And lastly* the whole

process is decon textu 3 1 i se d

.

Learning is occurring in an

artificial environment pre-

dominated by artificial artifacts*

When was the last time von took a
*

tesrr You don't have tests for being

good parents; you do not have tests

for being a good sou or daughter of

aging parents; you do not have tests

for being good manager. You have

practical outcomes in a real life

context.

So, would yon ponder for a minute

and think how did wc get it so

wrong? How is it that the basic

design of school is so

fundamentally inimical to the

nature of learning?

WE GENESIS Of SCHOOL

The school as we know it was not

for created for learning. It was an

institution for socialization. Tile

school system was founded in

England and was a part and parcel

of the industrial revolution. Where

did its students go ar the age of 12

The school system was

founded in England and was a

part and parcel of the

industrial revolution, ..That is

why the school was organized

in grades, like a big assembly

line That is why we had bells

and whistles on the wal!
r
so

that the people would get used

to working in a rigid,

predetermined, linear process,

all controlled by the teachers.

14 when they finished the K6
T

school system? Those students

went to work in factories, Thar is

why the school was organized in

grades i like a big assembly Sine,

That is why we had bells and

whistles on the wall* so that the

people would get used to working

in a rigid n
predetermined* linear

process, all controlled by the

teachers. In a nutshell* school as a

system was designed to produce a

uniform output called an educated

students who could contribute in

the way society wanted that person

to contribute a 150 years ago
h
as a

worker in an assembly line wrho has

all the requisite skills but, most

importantly; all the requisite

socialization to fit in that assembly

line.

However* the industrial age is

ending.We are still producing more

coal and automobiles than wc have

produced ever in human history.

Heavy manufacturing still

dominates the worlds industries.

But it is ending because it cannot

be sustained.

The world your students will live in

will be profoundly diflerent than

the world that you have lived in.

No* because there is a grand design

to change it but because the basic

conditions, the stress of the

environmental resources and the

stresses on societies, simply will not

sustain further mindless industrial

expansion. Most of your students

understand that intuitively; they am

connected to the world in a way

tli at you and 1 growing up never

were. The students in the schools

todav will be the leaders vyho will
r

shape a different world* That is the

first imperative that wc have to

recognize.

So, how can schools create an

environment for real learning? Can

they or is the industrial age school

so wedded to the past rhat it’s

impossible?

CHANGE IS POSSIBLE

It can all change if it starts with a

vision ofwhat h> possible. Like any

exploration of a vision, it is great to

start with the visionaries. The

biggest problem of course is that

most visionaries are u Elder 10 years

of age. There is a growing network

of schools in United States where

there re allv is a transformation
*

going on in the nature of the

learning process. To illustrate, I

take the example of three boys who

have been having a light in the

playground.

They are b year old? and they arc at

a school in Tusan, Arizona, which

has the largest concentration of

what we call “system thinking
71

schools. They come in to resolve

the situation on their own. Nobody

asked them to do so * They sit

themselves down in the classroom

and draw the reinforcing loop that

shows their exchange on the
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playground. The loop shows how
“mean words” led to “fights" and

them “getting hurt”, and led to

more "mean words
11

and so oil in a

seemingly never-ending Lye

3

l. As

they reflected on the reinforcing

loop* each one comes up with

possibilities of how the loop may be

addresse-d so that rhe tights don't

recur Then they try their ideas one

by one, each time they fight,

assessing rhe effectiveness of rhe

solutions collectively.

This is part of how children in rhe

“systems thinking
1
' schools learn.

They learn how to organize the

data ol their experience to see the

deeper systems they are part of.

Most importantly they are dealing

with the teal issue. if we think

about it, these are 3 boys who have

fights in a playground and if this

doesn't stop, they know ihey are

going to get into trouble: the

teachers will get upset, their parents

are going to get upset... But they

have learned how to reflect. Their

whole learning process, everything

they do, is profoundly reflective.

And what do you reflect on? You

re fleer on your experience and you

have tools,

So I ruin kindergarten (age 5), these

children are introduced to basic

tools ofwhat we would call systems

thinking, which is seeing the

patterns of interdependence In our

life. It is very natural. All children

grow up in system living. The
problem is that we then go to a

school and encounter a system ol

knowledge which really has its

roots in the rationalistic age of

reason and revolution in England*

in a Europe that preceded the

Industrial Age.

I’hough it laid ihe scientific and

technological foundations for the

'flWfl.HIhUHELDHIK

It is truly bizarre that you

would consider an expert,

someone who knows a lot

about a little. Instead of

someone who has a level of

mastery in a domain of

importance to her or himself

and society...But we are busy

! training PhDs in some super-

specialty, understood by 15

other people.

industrial age, Western rationalism

is all about fragmentation. It i?

shout learning more and more

about less and less. Everything Is

broken up In pieces. We call that

education. It is truly bizarre that

you would consider an expert,

someone who knows a lot a hour a

little. Instead ot someone who has

a level of mastery in a domain of

importance to her or himself and

society. TSmEs what the real goal of

education should he all about:

healthy societies and healthy people

in those societies. But we are busy

training PhDs in some super-

specialty, understood by 15 other

people. Thar whole hierarchy of

education was in fact shaped by rhe

fragmentation of the age of reason.

Rationality is great Lool but, by

itself it will just fragment.

These children are learning to

reflect and integrate. They arc

learning ro sec the world they are

creating and they are learning how
they can have an influence over the

world tlicy create. NT o one asked

them to draw t h n r diagram. It was

done spontaneously. 1 had sent a

friend from Washington in the

r
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Department ol Education co visit

tEiis school

And she said/ 1 had no idea 5 -year-

olds could reflect on their learning!"

I saw children in kindergarten

where, at the end of everyday, they

do their behavioral time graphs.

They build the graph hour by It our

as they are learning and then they

stand in circles. They stand tall if

they learnt very well, in-between

for learning in-between, and get

down on Ehc ground if they had not

learnt very much. And then they

talk about what was going on hour

by hour that influenced their

learning. So [heir learning is

profoundly contextual- Its

inherently personal and collective.

And what allows this to happen is

the commitment to reflection.

How is U donerHow does this

happens? Where there is no vision

nothing will happen. We must have

a deep conviction that things can

really work differently We must he

prepared to lei go of a lot. But you

also need to have strategy; you need

to have tools, methods and

approaches. The work that you saw

illustrated with those 3 boys in rhe

Tusan School has been going on for

over 20 years. We believe that there

is a point now where there is o

critical mass in that large urban

school system. Those boys come

from a school that has 87 % free

and reduced lunch, which mean.^ it

is ;i very poor community school

and almost 90 % of the children

have to have the government pay

for their loud., I 'hat's what rhe

indicators say about poor

communities. Rut [llcy are one
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school amongst about 25 in that

area. That's an SO,000 person

typical urban school district. There

arc about 1(1 places like that around

the country that arc somewhere

along the journey to get to where

the Tusan school is.

They focus on innovation at three

Icvels.

First* there is rhe classroom;

obviously It all frrst starts in ihc

pm c ess of 1 e ar mi ag fo r t he chiIdre n.

School is always ultimately ahour

children. Typically in these schools.,

you would sec a teacher rarely talk

tor more than 10 minutes at a time.

Almost never. I be children are

seated ar tables and they work

together. The teacher puts out

questions and rhe students Talk to

each other. The teacher Joes not

stand and lecture the students and

the Students sit there passively like

rock* taking It alt in. No, the

children are corn in u ally challenged

to lliink for themselves and think

together.

Collaboration i> not cheating;

collaboration is how we help each

other learn. Work is inherently

collaborative, People work together

to gel things done. The
fundamental demand for all

business is innovation and

innovation never occurs

individually. One of the biggest

conundrum in modern education is

this. The big problem with our

school system i £ that we have Super

competitive kids; we have the stars

and we have these failures. But thar

is not what business wants.

Business wants people who ean

work together, to be entrepreneurial

We need to break out of the

idea of a school as something

that adults do to kids This is

about ail of us working

together to transform what

goes on in a classroom or at

the sch oo ! and what goes on in

the larger community within

which the school exists. The

children are the only ones who

see the whole system; the

teachers do not.

innovators together. That's exactly

what these schools look like. So you

have to innovate the classroom.

Second, focus on the whole culture

of the school. The teacher* in chesc

schools Are working continually on

how they they collaborate. This is

where our experience for 30 years

on building organizations as

learning communities comes to

play directly. How you create the

school as a learning community?

1 his is where the work of a

principal and the other formal

leaders are absolutely vital.

Lastly focus on how the school

relates with the larger community.

Ibis is the m ost neg I c etc d arca

.

Keep in mind thar learning is very

contextual. These children come

from homes where, by and large,

there I* no father They come from

settings where people do not have

good food to cat. One of the first

things that the school did in Us

own journey was to open up

organic gardens. Then they opened

up .1 market where the children

were selling food to their

community* In so doing, the

children become active agents in

helping their own families eat

better, li is a small example. Even

ill very young ages„ if you really see

the children as leaders -- this is 1

think is ultimately the deepest shift

in culture. Seeing children as

leaders

No one sees the students as active

agents in transformation of school.

We need to break out ot rhe idea of

a school as something that adult*

do to kids. This is about all of us

working together to transform

what goes on In a classroom or at

the school and what goes on in the

larger community within which

the school exists. The children are

the only ones who see the whole

system; the teachers do not, T am
not saying that teaching is

unimportant. But we have ro give

up the notion thar this is about

adults fixing things for kid*.

WHAT ABOUT INDIA?

Now, ! am speaking in generalities

obviously, from a context which I

know well, which is innovation in

schools in US which i* profoundly

different from vour context, llow

Jo you innovate when you are

talking a hour 700*000 villages?

How do you innovate when there is

a natural tendency, particularly in a

post -colonial culture T to see

eve fyrh lug about getting to where

the advanced countries are? How
do you innovate when you have an

enormous financial stress,

increasingly the problem ot schools

all Over the world?

locus on collaboration; Our

schools have gone way overboard in

competition not just within the

schools but between the schools.

How do yon build networks of
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collaboration? What we Arc cluing

today in the Tiisan urea is to

connect the schools together,

connect them up with the national

and, increasingly-, with an

international network. They have a

big gathering in the summer in July

lor the first time, where Tusan

schools wdl host people from n[|

around tile world.

The spirit of this change has to he:

wc need profound changes in

system of education; no one has the

answer; the only approach ts to

learn together; the only approach is

to learn to acknowledge the

children as well as adults as leaders

and
i lien to embed innovation in

the community as a whole, Tlds

requires tools and methods. There

has been a well -estahlished body of

methodology and strategy invented

in those schools ;u Tusan. It is not

by accident and has beeEi built over

20 years. You could visit a lot of

schools and you would see the same

kind of developments. It involves a

network of innovators and T

ultimately involves bold ideas.

Focus on qualities needed lor the

age to come: The industrial age is

ending. The school in the industrial

age is a great way to prepare kids

for yesterday but we don’t know
what succeeds, the industrial age.

Human beings are part of the living

world; the industrial age is an age

of machines. The school system in

some ways was the archetypal

institutional machine to crank out

graduates with a standardized

formula and a standardized

template. The school of the living

world that we are moving into t rhe

age of living systems, will be much
more like a community than a

machine at every level

„

We do know some of the qualities

of the age to come. Human beings

The school of the living world

that we are moving into, the

age of living systems, will be

much more like a community

1 than d machine at every level,

will need 10 learn to live in

harmony as we have always needed

ro learn in harmony throughout our

history in harmony with our larger

natural environment. We have to

learn to Live in harmony with the

diversity of cultures which make up

tor this wild and crazy global

industrial economy we have

created.

Ter the children lead as well;

Moreover, it will be a world based

on die principles of living systems.

The children are much closer to

those principles than the adults;

they simply haven't been socialized

to the extent the adults have been.

So n not only do we need their

leadership from the standpoint of

their energy and passion, wc need

them because they are closer to the

way of living together that is innate

in us human beings.

but first of all who needs to know
more about rhp current system in

school than anybody, but the

students. They are the only ones

who see every class; they arc the

ones w ho go from classroom to the

playground; they are the only ones

who go from school to the larger

community. They are the only ones

who see how the whole system

works. Plus who has more of an

anchor in the future? Adults who
arc 45 -years-old of children who
are 12 years-old? Who is more

likely to he in tune with a very

different .future? That world no

longer exists. So wily schools are
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still so anchored in the pa>t.

Creating conditions for sustaining

basic innovation in school is much
harder than ii is in business. In

general, the complexity in a school

is much grealer as an institution

and aa system than the complexity

of business.

School is profoundly anchored in

the past and the anchors arc in us.
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THE LIGHT TO EDUCATION
How a simple multi-step teaming process of action followed by reflection and

feedback could replace the one-step telling' prevalent in most classrooms and how
genuine innovation is possible at scale.

Illustrations; Ainruia PsH

T hese days their is a lot oJ

talk abo Lit the Right to

Education Rilf, which 1

think raises all kinds ol

emotions in all kinds of people,

depending on where you sir in die sociiii

spectrum, E personally enn raihilfttt* the

intention behind the bill.

However, before we give anyone :j.

right, we need to know whar that

righr is about™ Uu wc understand,

what we wish to do with this right?

What does it mean to educate in

the school uf tomorrow?

Our scriptures toll us that to go

forward ir is sometimes useful to

look back: if you don’t know where

you are co ruing from, it Is unlikely

you will know where you are going.

So, [ share what l have learnt about

education in schools over llie last

10 years. 1 do so with a view to

tinderslanding what we should do

about it tomorrow.

Specifically I'm going to dwell on

four things. First, \ will look ai what

wre have learnt about the process of

learning and the human mind.

Second. I re- visit the process of

teaching, ( Learning and leaching

may be two sides of the same coin,

bur they are not the same diing.)

Then I'm going to talk about tine

solution, which we think is working.

Wc do not profess to have all the

answers but we have stum bled upon

a few truths, which may be of some
usc. Finally,, 1 reiterate that nothing

can happen without a great team.

Almost everything we expect from

children, wc should first expect

from ourselves.
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TEACHER

THE MARSHMALLOW EXPERIMENT

Alew decades ago at Si an ford

U nivci;slt)-
s
a famous experiment

wni> conducted, T
which has since

come to be known as the
MMarshn iallow Ex perime nt.

"

Marshm allow is an American letni

for a sweet made of corn, syrup and

gelatin, which children like a lot, The

experiment was as follows,

lour - year-old children were told:"

I

will give you one marshmallow right

here lLI your cable. Yon have two

choices; you can cat this marshmallow

or you can wait for 35 minutes.When
I come back, J will give you a second

marshmallow. That means you can

have two if you wait for IS minutes."

Two- thirds of the children were

unable to wait for the entire 1

5

minutes. One-third of them did, lire

researcher hi question tracked all tile

children for the next 4 decades

over various paramcrcns-sncial

relationships, SAT scores Jobs, socially

adjustments
h
etc. On almost all, the

children who could wait did far better

than the children who could nor.

(The videos of the
u:

Mai^hmallo'w

t!^>ertment
,,

are .wail able on Youtube,)

Whslt is even mote interesting is thai,

when the children who could not wail

were taught some ways on how to wait,

many of them were able to learn to

wait longer. Children could be taught

how to engage with the problem of

waiting for the marshmallow. This

illustrates our first fundamental

insight: the act of educating is the act

of engaging. Can you wait for the

marshmallow Eor It minutes or cant

your Can you stay till yon get that job

or cant you? Or can you wait til! you

find that girl or cant you?

mistakes, finding out for yourselt.

and figuring it out.

PREPARATION FOR LIFE IS THE

PREPARATION TO ENRAGE

grandmother came in

whenever there was a light in

rh e housc, you begin ti ^ think j

life is unfair when you are >1

suddenly expected to find 1

I your own job
h
speiuse and tl

1 life. For many centuries

1 the act of educating, or l

the act of schooling, was

/ seen as giving instructions

F
so that vou could do what

So why

sfc lighting
out is ^learning". Instead of a one

way filling up with information, you

now need constant action and

feedback. You act, get feedback and

take a new action based on the

feedback. For the most part* lilt*

traditional school has neither action

nor feedback. There the process is

primarily about absorbing someone

else’s action-and feedback as

opposed to figuring out your own

learning. In the last 30 years wc

have learnt that the brain learns

when it is engaged in an

environment; existing structures

loop onto new information to make

meaning. Further, we really learn

onlv when wc are surrounded by a

supportive environment. This has a

very radical implication fur what we

want education to be~

f your superior told yo

is ibis not good enough anymore?

is
11

learning" just a fashionable new

word that has come into play in

education? What was wrong with

memorizing from the blackboard

and from far black and white books

for years? What has changed?

T his concept of education is

somewhat contrary to thu

popular notion that education is

the act of “giving" to the child.

What we have learnt instead is that

education is nor about giving; it is

almost all about receiving. Only

when you do so, are you prepared to

engage in the world around you.

What has changed is that having

the same set of rules of knowledge

for out entire lives is not good

enough any more. There wras a time

when only 5 to 10 percent of the

population was expected to he

educated: today wc expect

education for all of India's 300

million children. Now, rhe world is

tl at 3 nd gl nha I ly competitive. And

so, learning is now about making

A poor preparation tn engage is a

poor preparation for life. A system

of education where everything is

done for you in advance, albeit with

rhe best of inten lions, is an

extremely poor preparation for life.
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BEFORE WU HELP YOUR CHILD

KNOW YOUR CHILD

My own interest in education was

sparked by the biriii ofmy two

children. One eani shut up, is great

with math* wants to do things* and

break them down. The other may sav

one sentence m a day, could read a

bonk in n night, can paint, Lind can

play the piano like a magician.

Howard Gardeners work helped me
realize that these differences are what

makes the challenge of education

mure demanding. However, only

when I stepped into rhe classroom

did T realize that you need to

understand these differences in

children in a very palpable way to do

something about it.

f saw five kinds of children when 1

stepped into the classroom. I here was

this guy who could not stop moving,

had to go to rhe bathroom often, had

to fidget, had to break things, whom 1

call the “mover. ’
111 ere was the HrlO

who always needed company, to be

with one or two people, her

relationship with the teacher

mattered a lot, was very gentle and

sensitive, the “withrer.* Then there

was the quiet one lit the hack, who

knew exactly what was going on,

never had much to say, but if you

asked a question almost always knew

the answer - the ^watcher". The

^walker'
1

was the one who knew what

he wanted to do, was impatient,

wanted to lead every activity, and was

walking ahead of the class each time.

And finally there was the “talker",

who couldn't shut up and went yak

yak. Running a 45 "minute class in a

room where die fans don't work acid

'SCHOOL OF !:.•
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you don't know what the children did

that morning, with all of these

differences is a hig challenge.

Quick Test 1: Imagine these 5 kinds

of children when you walk around

a school, and ask yourselves where

you see these diildren smiling

more-in the classroom or in the

corridor? Why? Might there be

something you would want to do

about it?

Walker
ja\ker

Watcher

TEACHING IS NOT TELLING

Atheoretical understanding of

learning is important, hill not

enough ro solve the problem of

education. To do something

const fl ictive abo i 1

1

school i ng, you

need to It aye a definitive solution to

the problem of teaching in the

classroom.

For use, a defining experience was

studying with Eleanor Duckworth. A
professor at f Harvard Unive rs itv, -she

ran classes in a hands-on and

experiential way. She would make us

do perm li rations and combinations

exercises with clips, area Lind volume

exercises with chocolate bars, and

make us watch the moon late at nHhrO
lo observe its shape and the direction

of the “rabbit". It was an astonishing

experience in hands on learning.

When we talk of ideas like

“experience-based learning'' or “child
-

centered classrooms’
1

,
ir easy m get

overwhelmed by the complexity.

Some times having simple visible

indicators of what signifies “quality”

is helpful. One such indicator is the

amount of time the teacher spends

talking in class versus the time

children talk. Tn most traditional

classrooms teachers talk almost all

the time, and children have to “‘keep

quicUor "pay attention
11

. A classroom

where at least halfthe time is devoted

ro rhe children expressing their

questions and reflections is a very

different classroom.

Quickl&st2: When yon walk around

your school and stop by in a

classroom, note what percent of the

talking is being done by the children.
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QUALITY IN EVERY CLASS, FOR EVERY

CHILD

B ut how do you spread this kind of

'teaching? When we first started,

our hypotheses was: India has 5 or 6

million teachers that you cant push

away. You have to invest In them, to

teach them. High quality in - service

teacher training will change this

worlds

So we designed all kinds of teacher-

training programs. We were very

passionate about it, and got great

post
-program feedback. However,

when we returned to the schools sbf

months later and looked for changes

in the classroom, we found that most

ofthe teachers had gone back to their

old ways, or never changed in the first

place, We had to look for an answer

elsewhere.

Entering the classroom, and

beginning to teach changed

everything for me, 1 realized that

teaching a 45 -minute period to a class-

of 40 children is very hard work and

needs enormous skills ii it was to be

done well,

I remember visiting a small school in

Karnataka where the young teacher,

instead of being typieally restrained,

asked me; “Sir, can you teach this class

better than me?” And then T realized

that ill could not teach a better class

than her, I am useless to her.

The find is In the details! Wc needed

a detailed algorithm ior what

construes better teaching lor every

lesson in every subject for every class,

Tins remains a challenge tor sch*>ols

around the world- In fact. Waiting tor

Superman, the new movie on the

state of US schools has one message;

Great teachers need to come into

education. However, what is a great

teacher and how do you make one?

That question remains unanswered.

Even if you look at leach for

America or KIPP schools, two

remarkable school" iimprovemen r

experiments with results to show, the

fundamental Issue of how to get

consistent quality in every classroom

remains elusive.

The recent MeKinsey report on

education corroborates this. It studies

about 20 odd school systems from

around the world that have shown

very significant improvement in

learning (The MP government

system is one of them).

To me, the single most striking

conclusion the report makes is that,

in the discourse of school

improvement, there is far too much

on ‘Ye sources* (people, material,

infrastructure, etc.) and “structure*

(new organization, new levels, etc.)

and almost none on process. Once

we know what a good teaching

process is, we can go about

spreading it. Otherwise, the blind

are leading the blind,

BREAK UP THE PROCESS, AND SHOW

Ml HOW

I
f you arc not happy with what

.the teacher is doing, you have to

give her the tools and skills she can

productively use in the classroom,.

This is the premise on which we re-

built our work. We built a

simplified model that addressed

five critical questions. Can wc

ensure that the purpose of every

26 MISDFIELDS ISSUE 12| 12 DCCEHIft 2010

lesson is clear to the teacher and

the learner? Can each lesson begin

with some hands-on activity? Can

childrens ideas and talk be taken

more seriously? Can practice be

made both meaningful and

rigorous? Can assessment be used

for continuous feedback, to

improve the child's skill and

competence?

The challenge is to do this in every

class for every teacher. This requires

a lot of preparation. That is why we
created a lesson plan for every

learning outcome, for every subject,

for every grade between

kindergarten and Grade 7, T hat is

close to 3000 lesson plans! To that

we added matching workbooks tor

children (to enable the process of

reflection in the classroom) and a

regular assessment and feedback

tool.
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Only nn c.e. you have the tools, is

training of some use. Wc run a

p ro re >.s i n n a I d evelupm c n t pmg r;i m
for bosh teachers and leaders. A
major locus area is. classroom

m anageme n t and conve rs ations

with children. What is the

conversation lei the classroom?

Between the adult and
the child* ismempt

tile children

themselves, and

within each child's

head? Teachers are

trained to draw

children out to

speak mote. Doing

activities or

worksheets is nor
I

e ctough; the convo rs;i ti o n D
I /

alter the activity is the

most critical part of learning

When we first pilot tested this

model (as the XSEED Program),

vve ? avv some astonishing resulls

20-30 points increase in SCO res *

with the “bottom half of the class'"

j umping more dramatically. Wc
•started with 3 schools and now are

in about 400 schools across India.
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We have commented broad - koed

studies, including .l longitudinal one

over Several years, which will

document and publish the results

more formally. From what wc are

seeing within matched control and

test groups, over a six
-month period,,

the number of "XSEED children"

who migrated to the top fertile is ven

’ ign i tic,? sir. Which mean s cl \ i fd rei

s

who were performing more ordinarily

did much better posi intervention.

Most “official" reports say it lakes A ro

5 years lor change to show. I think

we can do it hi a shorter rime.

In essence, we have begun to change

the discourse from “good teacher

had reached to “good teaching- bai

I

teaching^ which k actual I v a very

ci nililing thought.

MULTIPLE HEROES

\ /

I
f change has to come, it is critical

that principals finer the classroom

and lead by example. It is also very

important tci- have more than fust one

leader in the school.

Ihe idea of col lev rive leadership and

having many heroes in the same place

is crucial and that - it5 uneasy with our

patriarchal system of thinkings

Whatever we have achieved in rhe

las i decade is because we have

been able ro get an astonishing
"" group uf people to work

together. The only thing I can

take some credit for is that I

have been able to get people far

smarter than myself th surround

me. I think schools need to have

that culture.

Wherever 1 see change, ir is when
leaders have been able

to replicate themselves. But ihk is not

happening fast enough.

! I each one of ns can make a

commitment to replicate ourselves in

some way so that someone else can

start taking charge, then perhaps each

one of us can move towards that

school of tomorrow; and there can be

a million schools of tomorrow all over

our country: *

ASHI 5H RAJRIUen d

taurraer m CIO fii i&rttcwn

tdutntlan He hm UihI Mid

wnrkt^i <r. piffcefi its diverse as

Aosta, France, Inuin «kh? ite

He has an MM hornm ant?

an ktfif Mind. Bw *\n\

Eiiotatvi'! from Harvard

University. Orbing u port tuz otir

ftacfcpwfTSf in aftckferi, managtytent and
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wnrti in tlia mm nr gftiMil cu^culum, (Bodier
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EDUCATING FOR THE

UNKNOWN
David Perkins, Senior Professor at the Harvard

School of Education talks about imbibing the

spirit of flexpertise to teach for The future

UlLi5tFai(on5: Aniruta Patil

T
here are many harsh

realities that the

eon rem parary cducttiion

of innovation has to lace.

That said, 1 think we need idealism.

But we need streetwise idealism:

idealism that is smart aboil L reality

without simply submitting to it. So

let us explore an idealistic vision oi

vvh.it education might be, towards A

stronger vision ol education.
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THf WORLD TODAY

The world wc live in Is becoming

increasingly complex. We have

digital commumedll on*

transportation, and biological

revolutions underway. A
characteristic of rh is era is that wc

are moving from well- structured

problems to ill-structured

problems like the ecological fate

of the earth
T complex themes

about the nature of poverty and

bow to deal with it< and out

troubled economic systems.

Second, the world is becoming

smaller because of technological

developments,
,LCosmopohtanisrrr

(the appreciation for the

com pi eyi ty of ihe worEd ) b wor I d

citizenship (what it means to be

not just a citizen of rhe tuition but

a citizen of the world), and soft

nationalism (representing a real

idem it} while being respectful of

other identities) arc assuming

importance.

Accompanying this perspective

-taking (seeing things from other

people's point? of view) and

ethical commitments that have .l

global reach, rather than just a

local acid regional reach , and

responsible activism have become

important. We are also living in a

world that demands continuous

learning.. Traditional educational

systems, which are still very much
with is, are founded on the

premise that wc can educate

people in the first lew years of life:

once you have passed in school

and finished with st doctoral

degree, you arc educated for rhe

rest of your life.

However, writh people engaging in

inu 1 1 i pie curee rs and roles, and

with the lifespan being

substantially extended, it makes

mimm rssut 12 [ia mindfieius m
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Since we do not receive

postcards from the future,

the future is in largely

unknown. What we need is

that spirit of flexpertsse,

not just expertise. What

we need is educating for

the unknown.

no sense In the long-term to think

of education iXb jusE a matter of

some thing voel wrap up in the First

decades of your life. I tic re is

also a knowledge explosion,

leading to deeper and broader

disciplinary and inrerdtsciplmary

knowledge building. Within this

context,, learning to think tin

order to rn.a i lage th i s i ill t ivacyj .

and learning to learn (because

learning will be an enterprise chut

we need to pursue throughout our

lives), becomes mcrtiiringly

im purl mi L

What do these challenges mean

for our endeavor as educators?

THE PROBLEM WITH SCHOOL

IRRELEVANCE

1 he design of educational systems

has an obsessive pursuit of

t ec h n Lr a l de nth. fhoug h te ach ing
disciplines like science,

mathematics, history and literary

studies are tremendously

important, the typical structure oi

curricula throughout school and

into college looks inward. By

tending to focus exclusively on an

increasing technicality, il lusters

&nmc t h ing treme ndou&ly

important expertise. Bur very

often, it is the nature of this

ptoce ss rhst we sn iH v r h i ng s rh a r

speak to rhe technicaiirics of the

discipline, but do not speak m mr

larger lives.

For instance, t h l rypica I sci e nee

curriculum is constructed our of

sciences greatest hits. Some of

those Slits apeak better lo [hr lives

we livL- than others. Consider whal

it would be like if we taught the

disciplines such that disciplinary

understanding speaks to our

complicated lives in Today's world.

Suppose we taught tor
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expertise. Suppose we faugh?

flexible and creative use of

disciplinary knowledge so u

speaks ro our roles as citizens,

family members and professionals.

What kind of an education would

that create?

EDUCATING FOR THE UNKNOWN

Hie traditional structure ul

education is educating for the

known. 1 r is about passing along

•he laws established in the

disciplines, and a lair amount ol

that is tremendously important.

Bur imagine that we received

postcards from the future and

knew what rite world was going fo

h e like i u 20 40 ye ars . Fha t wou Id

give us plenty ol reason to

reconsider what we teach today

and how we reach ir because we

would know better what was

coming.

Since we do not receive postcards

from rhe future, the future is hi

largely unknown. What we need is

that spirit of 11 expertise, not just

expertise. What we need b

edueating tor the unknown.

HOW DO WE EDUCATE FOR THE

UNKNOWN?

Educating for the unknown is a

paradoxical notion. Since

education is grounded on passing

along knowledge, how could you

possibly educate lor the unknown?

But actually it is not such a hard

question. What it might mean is

educating for thinking, learning

and for big ideas that help us look

ar a complex world, roughly

forecast what is going to happen

and be ready as knowledgeable

problem Finders and problem

solve ns to engage the unknowns j.^

they unfold- To do this, we must

ttWfl.MiNDIfillJSft



keep our sights on throe rhemes:

Imagining knowledge destinies,

choosing better knowledge

destinies and teaching lor better

know I edge d e s time sAmamn i n g

knowledge destinies’

A knowledge destiny is where

knowledge is going. When we

teach something, our studenrs

learn at least some of it. Rut where

does it go then? Is ir retained? is

it used actively? h it still there a

decade or two later? To ask these

questions is to ask for a story of

knowledge destiny. The easiest

way to look M knowledge destiny

i n actually backwards* hy asking

what you remember still today and

where it came from. For example,

when 1 asked these questions ro

someone a few years ago, ho talked

about the French Revolution,

saying,

"Through the French Revolution,

T was able to understand the

generalities ofworld conflict, (for

instance, how the lack of freedom,

pove r tv, ove r taxatio n
„
wea k

economies, the struggle between

the Church and staLe
r
or Social

inequity):, has always been a reason

to engage in war."

Even a topic as dry as the French

Revolution became meaningful for

this learner. Another person talks

about what she has learned

Concerning energy and climate

change:

uUndc rsta n d ing o I e nergy and

climate change issues has not only

Vtneen useful Li\ everything from

everyday decisions about my
transport and consumer choices,

hut also in political decisions,

me ini i n retact i tins and 1 i fe

philosophy."

People do hold on to things for a

long time, that become

meaningful parts of their

i n te 1 1 ectw a i
,
civ i c , family and

professional lives. These are good

knowledge destinies. Tins is

knowledge that lasts and si vet and

shapes the lives we live.

T here is no bek of powerful ideas

within the curriculum we already

teach, rhar speak powerfully ro

that unknown which is ever

unfolding as we live our life. So,

when we imagine knowledge

destinies, we can't just look

backwards. As educators, we need

to exercise a fundamental act of

the educational imagination. We
need to think where what we are

teaching today is going, and how
it will survive and thrive,

THE PATH OF KNOWLEDGE DESTINY

S he story of a knowledge destiny

begins with a choice about wbai is

worth learning. Somebody chooses

what is taught - the teacher, the

school hoard, the textbook, the

ministry of education, etc. Often,

there are choices within choices,

For example* even if the ministry

o! education chooses the topic, we

teachers have like latitude of rhe

sub- topics or of what is

emphasised about the topic. From

choice, we go ro first encounters.

Students encounter the topic for

the first rime. Re vend the firsr

encounters, for which we teachers

ate responsible, there are further

encounters where that knowledge

of the topic is deepened,

broadened, refreshed and

extended- Those later encounters

also shape how deeply and how

broadly ideas are understood.

Then, way down In the future are

the actual moments of payoffs.
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Understanding of energy

and climate change issues

has not only proven useful

in everything from

everyday decisions about

my transport and

consumer choices, but also

in political decisions, social

interactions and life

philosophy.
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Imagining knowledge

destinies is the

fundamental act of the

educational imagination.

Something that we all

most do as educators

because education is not

about today

where shut learning matters lo a

persons life by informing a choice*

a democratic act ton
s
some

professional activity
,
a l r tend ship

or the forming oJ a family.

When wc tell these speculative

stories to ourselves, we are always

beginning with choice, thinking

about those first encounters, and

the later moments of deepening

and bn widening and about how

that understanding might

eventually matter in those learners'

lives. We are Imagining knowledge

destinies.

Imagining knowledge destinies is

the tundam en cal ace oi the

cd u catiomd i u i ag i n a I. i on

,

Some thing that we nil must do as

educators because education is not

about today, Its always about

tomorrow, about rhe future nt

lives,

CHOOSING BETTER KNOWLEDGE

DESTINIES

Xi educators* we always make

choices about what is worth

teaching. We choose what to

emphasize, what is the

foreground, how to treat the topic,

what rhe sub -topics are and so

forth. The trouble with choice is

that many topics that are typically

taught are those that do not end

up where we would like them Et>„

topics that do not have such a

good knowledge desrinv.

For instanec h democracy is a rich

topic that can live in people’s lives,

tint it depends very much on how

students engage with this complex

idea, on whether it is just a lew
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defi n i tions or us t a ch un k ot

history from Greece, While

choosing we need to evaluate

whether the topic and its sub-

topics can live on and shape

people's lives* or they arc just more

information.

‘Take the example o\ quadratic

equations, li s the standard part of

the math curriculum and

considered tremendously

important- Yrt it turns out that

hardly anyone uses quadratic

equations unless they are in some

kind ot profession that demands it

an engineering profession let ’li-

savs or certain scientific

professions. Or for example the

process ot mitosis. Mitosis is the

process of asexual tingle eell

division involving a number ol

different phases. A couple of years

ago a f riend remarked rhat he

remembered the phases hut had

no idea what they meant' TTow

often do we remember hits and

pieces that have lost their sense of

significance,

THE RELEVANCE GAP

A great deal of energy today

focuses on what is usually called

the achievement gap. Huge energy

and funding goes into trying to

bring up the lower performing

groups, and to attain better

achievement overall. It's an

i n ipo riant a nd a pp ro priate

mission.. Hut there is a trap in the

enterprise. How do we define

achievement? Achievement on

whar? Very often what wc mean

by achievement is narrow ly

defined. Now basic literacy and
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numeracy Lire tremendously

important; but information about

mitosis or quadratic equations is

not necessarily so Im porta nr.

Enormous rime and cliort ia spent

in encouraging students to learn

things i hat do nut have a good

knowledge destiny, Perhaps we

should pay more attention to

another gap alongside the

achievement gap* the
14

re leva nee

gap
11

. 1r indicates the relevance ot"

what we teach and sn.a dents [earn.

What should we reach toward a

good hte in a complex changing

world? Surely that deserves as

much attention a> the

achievement gap.

CHOOSING BETTER

So how could wc think about

m iking be 1 1 cr c h oit es ? For

instance, instead ol spending a lot

oi time on mitosis, one might

spend substantial time on

communicable diseases and how

they spread, Jrs an important

topic and occupies a very

important position in history of

biological science.

U r i d e rs Handing commu n 1 c able

diseases was a huge breakthrough

that continues today as wc

understand more and more about

trickier cases of communicable

diseases. Communicable disease

and how they are spread easily has

a powerful knowledge destiny for

most of the lives most of us in

con t ras t wi r h milos i s

,

Or lake brunch Revolution. The

French Revolution in itself is

something that any of us might

SCHOOL OF hsr?
TOMORROW
Hi XEIED LiiIiiieec ii da luin- ii Vi-j-iI Nii.v.i,

^SPECIAL FEATURE
J

study superficially* just as a bunch

of facts, or we might study it in

more depth to understand fust

what happened and why it

happened. Even so, th ere is a

difference between such

understandings and the French

Revolution as a lens to look at

other [nations like the American

Revolution or the Russian

revolution or the industrial

re vul ution . U s i ng Fi eneh

Revolution as a lens is a kind of

knowing that has good potential

lora rich knowl edge des tin v, T I ic

French Revoluturn in itself just a s

an isolated object to study, nor so

much.

This lens is an invitation tor us all.

This is a request (hat we all think

about what we teach, we all think

about what choices we have and

we try to make choices in a

smarter way Wc choose one thing

rather than another thing when

we can. We choose communicable

diseases and how they spread

rather than mitosis. Or we

reframe topics lor broader

a ppi i cab lity for llexp ert i sc rat her

than just expertise. We look not

just at the French Revolution but

liow the French Revolution speaks

to the complex history ofmany
different settings.

There are some ideas and

guidelines far how to make the

choice better. These are

O p portu nity* E nl igh te nm cn r.

Empowcmien i a Eld, Respo nsi b i I i tv.

To understand this, let us evaluate

the topic of communicable

diseases in light of these criteria.

Enormous time and effort

is spent in encouraging

students to learn things

that do not have a good

knowledge destiny
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So when we think about

what we teach and when

we think about the choices

we make, we do well to

ask ourselves, am I

teaching today an

understanding of wide

scope?

Will rhere he opportunity in the

learners
7
futures to use this

knowledge :ibout communicable

disease sr Absolutely, is our

understanding of communicable

diseases enlightenmg about the

important parts of the world and

the li v es we 1 i ve? A hsol u re
1 y. Does

the knowledge empower us? Yes.

It empowers us to manage our

own healthcare and others
5

healthcare better. Does It help us

to become more responsible? Yes.

Because by giving us guidelines

and by warning us of

consequence^ ** encourages us to

conduct ourselves responsibly for

the sake of olit families and the

people around us with respect Lu

healthcare. So communicable

diseases is a very basic kind oi

unde rstan ding vv I tl
i

plemy i >

l

oppon u ni ty, til ligh ten in e n r „

empowerment and responsibility.

Now suppose we apply these same

criteria to the Topic of mitosis.

After a little bit of learning in

biology class, are you ever going to

encounter the process ofmitosis

in your life? Probably not,

E n 1
3
ghte n cd ? Yes . it \ 1ed t r l ic a) I y

enlightenlug but it is not

enlightening about things that

come up in [lie course of our life.

Empowering? I don't think so r

What are we going to do with

knowledge of mi tosi* unless we go

into a technical area of biological

sciences. And responsibility;
1 Well,

! am not responsible for mitosis

and 1 don't think you are either. So

again, mitosis does not score very

well by the simple criterivi for

what makes for knowledge with a

promising knowledge destiny.

So when we think about what we

teach and when we lliink about

[lie choices we make, we do well

to ask ourselves, am 1 teaching

today an understanding of wide

scope? Am I teaching something

for wh ieh
p
as 1 in i agi n e th e I u tu re

of these learners, there will be

opportunity; something that

affords enlightenment beyond the

technical
,
something that

empowers these young learners

later in life, and something that

foster* their sense of

responsibility?

Now not everything we teach has

to meet these criteria; there s

plenty of mom for technkal

knowledge. And it is unreasonable

to nsk that everyriling wc teach

meet all the criteria, but certainly,

much of what we teach should

offer opportunity and some

enlightenment, and now and again

some empowerment, and now and

again some responsibility.

And bow much of iltc curriculum

is made up of things like mytosi*

and like quadratic equations and

like conventional Treatment of the

Frcneb revolution. All too much.

HERE ARE SOME KINDS OF CHOICES

THAT ARE AVAILABLE TD tiS AS WE

DO THIS:

21st Centuries skills like

Communication. Problem Solving,

Learning to Learn*. Leadership, or

Systems Thinking

Big Ideas That Matter like

democracy acid its discontents
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(not jusr democracy as o great

thing, but the complications of

d ein ocrac vJ^ceim rn u n ica blc

diseases and how they spread* the

causes of poverty; and even the dry

math subjects like p rob ability and

statistics that come up far more

often than quadratic equations.

Rich Cases, Works and Artifacts:

Particular things that can be used

as lenses fike the french

revolution, or literary classics, or

rhe extinction of the dinosaurs.

We can get systematic about it,

but the start is simply to exercise

our imaginations.

AFTER WE HAVE MADE A GOOD

CHOICE, THEN WHAT?

Then, rherc is the first encounter

with the topic. What is that first

encounter like? la it engaging, is it

stirring, is i- interesting? And does

make clear from early on why this

learning is relevant? Not always.

In fact there is some kind of trick

involved here. Very often, the

typical learning process 1 n a

classroom is too much like the

conventional study of the French

Revolution.

F_ve n i f it happe n s for co i sceptua

l

understanding, there is no effort

to see how this connects to the

larger world. It's easy to study

communicable diseases just as an

object, as an interesting thing rn

understand, even study it for

depth, even for gaining good

conceptual understanding. Rut

-till it k not an understanding

that encourages people to act; it is

not an understanding that gets

connected to policy or personal

conduct, or even to rules and

guidelines for the school or the

local village or for tile nation.

Those kinds of connections that

turn outward, towards proactive

thought and action, are often

missing from rhe typical learning

process.

There are ways of structuring tine

learning process that are very

important to giving a conceptual

understanding {that maybe a litrle

too academic) hi it has teal future

as a powerful knowledge destiny.

And that too is something we
need rn pay attention to.

If we do these things, if we think

in this way, if we commit ourselves

to educating for the unknown,, hoe

just for the known. If we commit

ourselves lor conception of

learning as llcxpcrtise as much as

expertise, if we crank up and

activate our educational

imaginations for the sake of the

futures then, educating for the

unknown, not just die known, is

something that 1 believe we can

truly achieve.*

There are ways of

structuring the learning

process that are very

important to giving a

conceptual understanding

(that maybe a little too

academic) hut has real

future as a powerful

knowledge destiny.
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EDUCATOR

EDUCATOR INTERVIEWS
In the first of our series of educator interviews, Luke Haokip talks to three remarkable

and experienced educators - Shalini AdvanL Graham Ranger and Vivek Ramchandani

Graham Ranger

Vi vBk Ramchandani

How would you describe pur journey

into tho urtucatiun world? Wbal were

the factors that prompted you to take

this path? What about personal heroes?

Shalini: Like a lot of little girls of

my generation, 1 loved the

enormous power which a teacher

seemed to have. All those students

standing up to wish you and

offering to carry your books

seemed terribly attractive at age 8!

Of course once I became a teacher

I realised the secret is not to

exercise power but seduction. You

have to seduce young people to

see the joy of new learning, the

excitement of making new

connections. They have to want

to learn and then your job

becomes simple. And it is easier

than you think, if you feci

passionate about it.

So my path into education started

from being a teacher. And then 1

began to theorize and run

trainings on the craft of teaching,

for teachers and teacher educators.

And that led me to an interest in

educational policy and how that

big picture shapes the classroom.

My book Schooling tie National

Imagination published by OUP
traces the connections from the

macro to the micro of classroom

practice.

Vivek: I started out as an

enthusiastic, naive and untrained

assistant teacher at my alma mater,

in search of a quick route to

independence that didn't Involve

being cooped up in an office and

ended up an avowed crusader for

quality education.

Not having enjoyed classes much

during my own school days, T was

driven by the challenge of ensuring

that the classes I taught were

always fun while actually

facilitating meaningful learning.

Similarly, as a school planner, my

cardinal principles dictated that

the school environment should

appeal to children, tickle rheir

curiosity and not constrain their

exuberance.
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5HALM ADVA N I is Director af

Pa Miways School, Ndda. Siiti has

been Principal of the British School,

New Delhi End Director Educaiinn rji

Learn Today, Her wide experience in

SEtting up and heading schools,

includes creating effective learning

environments, school management

systems, staffing and curriculum

development She has conducted

numerous teacher trainings on hnw

children learn, collaborative teaching

and whole school development

Dr Advani was a member of the

National Council for Educational

Research and Training (NCERTj

Steering Committee for the revised

English Curriculum; the review

cummhiee for National Council for

Teacher Education (NOTE) proposed

Diploma in Elementary Education

course and unthe editorial group for

the NCERT English textbooks. Her

publications include Growing Up in the

Nuclear Shadow, (Orient Lnngnmn) s

reader for voting people op

nuclearisation and peace, Ed nesting

the National Imagination (DUP)

a

study of nationalism in English

language textbooks; and as special

editor ol an issue of Contemporary

Education Dialogue, an the National

Curriculum Framework 2005

1 ajra i particular tan of Kurt

1 1 : i h n
,

founda of Go rdon Sto u ri

and the Atlantic College Wales

whose philosophy laid the

loundation for the ou twin'd bound

schools moveme nr and the

I ntern attonal H ucca I aurea te

Graham: ! or most of my career, 1

have worked with less privileged

schools and communities in my
home country (England).

Paradoxically, my father, though

keen that T should not become a

teacher* inspired me rn become
one. He was an orphan who had

relatively few formal education

opportunities hut never had it bad

word lo say about his orphanage

schooling. Tie went on to piny

football and to play the rromhone

at a high levels as well as being a

natural enquirer with a love of"

language.

My personal heroes arc people

who stand up and be counted*

those who arc voices for

Independence or for minorities.

Inspirational figures in the news of

fate are Aung San Sim Kvi arid

Arimdhati Roy, The castigation of

Amndhati Roy in some of the

media is a disgrace. When we seek

to charge writer* with sedition for

th i s ki i id of sd t’~ dete rmi n.a i icm i

spec eh, we are nor fur away from

burning literature and eroding

democracy.

How did your urn be he tiling

nspei M?nce hone your personal

educational philosophy?

Shalini: Like many children
>

I was

unhappy, disaffected and bored for

much of my school life. In fact I

was even expelled from one

particularly unimaginative school

which 1 will nor mention by name.

But in my last 4 years 1 changed to

a school which hud a email,

personalized, nur tyrant culture,

Once I became a teacher f

realised the secret is not to

exercise power but

seduction. You have to

seduce young people to

see the joy of new

learning, the excitement of

making new connections."

Shalini Advani

"I started out as an

enthusiastic, naive and

untrained assistant

teacher at my alma mater,

in search of a quick route

to independence that didn’t

involve being cooped up in

an office."

Vivek Ramchandani

"For most of my career, I

have worked with less

privileged schools and

communities in England.

Paradoxically, my father,

^

though keen that I should

not become a teacher,

inspired me to become one."

Graham Ranger
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GRAHAM RANGER is the Director of

Hie British School. New Delhi where

he teaches IB Diploma programme,

Theory of Knowledge as well os lower

school geography

As Director of Education for the

English Schools Foundation (ESFj in

Hong Kong, he developed e systematic

leadership development programme

tor ESP's 1800 teachers including a

programme lor middle leaders in

partnership with a local university.

This programme. Leading Upstream,

has since been accredited by

universities in Britain, Australia and

Hong Kong. He is also a Team Leader

for The Council of Ime [national

Schools {CIS) in the evaluation and

accreditation of international schools.

He was one of Her Majesty's

Inspector s of Schools, in England,

with national responsibility for helping

to improve some of the most

dysfunctional schools in inner city

areas. In England, he was a member of

the Bearing Commission to

reformulate the National Curriculum.

Formerly a leather-educator at The

University of Oxford, he is a Fellow of

The Royal Geographical Society and

The Royal Society of Arts and has

worked as e teacher-educator in

rainforest environments of Cameroon,

West Africa.

Lind -suddenly no longer felt like an

insignificant cog in llh impersonal

hictory. li made me understand

how educational institutions need

to at least attempt to be all things

tn aJJ people. All schools need to

recognise those who are not going

ro achieve the highest guides but

arc talented at art or are good

organisers or technologist &. At

Pathways, the school f now head,

we pat into pi Lice lots of flexibility

in the- systems to e liable multiple

approaches to learning of different

types. I don't think you can only

leave if to the good teachers. I

ill ink the system itself needs to

celebrate children for what; their

strengths are.

Vivek: Despite being an annoyingly

curious child, I never enjoyed

studying:* which I deeply regre i . \

was aho frequently in hot water, il

not for questioning authority, or

allowing my attention to drift in

class, then for some harmless,

high -spirited prank. 1 felt grossly

misunderstood and resented most

teachers.

Once on the oilier side of t he

Fence, 1 wlis determined to prove

that it need not be so, Lin tied with

common sense and acute

memories of what school wlls like

for me. Convinced thaL children

were given li raw deLil in the

traditional school model* 1 set

about challenging convention in

search of child -friendly solutions.

That's ail it look!

Graham: The biggest influence in

my own schooling was i n i he

primary school, in Year ft.The

tern her was an enthusiast for

outdoor education., for fieldwork,

for archaeology, geography and

history. Archaeology was his

passion and it became our passion

Lis we hunted the coast for

All schools need to

recognise those who are not

going to achieve the highest

grades but are talented at

art or are good organisers or

technologists.
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coord inalur India for the Austral™

Sports Outreach Program jASGP), a

Sport for Development initiative

launched by the Australian

Government to contribute to human

development through grass roots

sports programs for disadvantaged

community groups.

He has spent over 3Q peripatetic

years, encompassing a wide gamut

of hands-on experience in private

and public sector education planning

and development.

10 years of spirited boarding school

teaching, Jed to an in vital ion id plan,

commission and head a 'different
1

new Delhi school. The new school's

remarkable success, in turn, bred the

establish ment of an independent

school planning consultancy service.

12 oew
r private schools later the

challenge of adapting lessons

learned in develop scalable models

for the delivery of quality education

with the scarcest public sector

resources led to an entry into the

development arena - at first with

the Aga Khan Education Service,

Kenya, subsequently with UNICEF

and finally, with the Australian

Spurts Commission.

Neolithic stone axes and flint

chipping!*. He inspired the

detective in me, the enquirer, to

si L L evidence and to view things

critically.

What makes a pond teacher?

Vivok: A good teacher is one who

enjoys interaction with children,

understands what gives them

pleasure and can speak their

language; is compassionate and has

I he capacity to listen tn + trust and

respect children as individuals;

.understands basic child

development principles and is

sensitive to their needs; knows

his/her subject; can present

content with fl ai r. rl ex! b i I i r y and a

sense of drama; and, most

importantly, has a strong sense of

humour and fun,

Gtfthaiti: A good teacher loves being

with young people* cares about

their safety; security mid well-

being and has the ability to create

learning opportunil ies that

s Li pport T c h ai fertgy and e 1 1gage

.

There arc very few truly

memorable lessons in schools,

Whal is indispensable to ernming 3

greet physical environmem in the

class roam/ selleol?

Vlvak; Approaching the design

Iron 1 a child’s perspective;

ensuring that the school is bright,

cheerful and aesthetically nnd

Sensor s ally stimulating to children

Lit different Levels; providing plenty

of ‘hang-out’ space for peer group

me' time; ensuring high Standards

of safety and security; and

bringing the outdoors into the

classroom both physically and

metaphorically.

Graham: The human environment

is much more of an i nfluence rhim

the physical. Having worked in

A good teacher loves being

with young people, cares

about their safety, security and

well-being and has the ability

to create learning

opportunities that support,

challenge and engage
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inner dries of England, *n

Cum*room sin nilnib rests without

classrooms and in Hong Kong

high vise schools, 1 feel buildings

me 1

1

o i m 1 1 i m portun L . H i iwevc r,

rrivcn the uppnrtunity* we should

nil seek 10 creative jpsitcs for

learning in which students led

l-am for Labk but in which they may

he stimulated- As flexible Lis

possible ro carer for differing

learning activities.

Bdflhs that you wduIiI highly rfleornmend

lor any teachBr/Rducatoi’s bookshelf

ShaMni: Hooks which create an

understanding of how education

works as a system, as a w,i_y of

empowering some and

d^empowering Others, an

understanding of how our education

system is centrally shaped for

middle class children who are good

at book work hut not lur those with

other forms of knowledge. because

when vou recognise this, you can

think about what you want to

strengthen or change.

T think books like Schooling in

Cafnudist America: How i forking

Class Kids Gel Working Classjoin; or

McLarctr* Srhm/ing ns a Ritual

Perfo rtrainee are essential readings.

Or alternative forms ol education

like Steiner's Tie Foundations of

Hamu fi Expenenve or Tagore's essay

“ideLik of F-ducatioiror Krishna

Kumars “What Is Worth Teaching
1 '

"Hie cl there arc the iudispensiblc

hooks on how learning happens, like

Vygotsky's classic Mind in Sr/ckty or

on differentiation like Carol Ann

TondinsuilV Ihe Differentiated

School, flic NCERT s “National

Curriculum Framework
1
* is a

wonderful document too. And ol

course the vast new body ol work on

education aJ needs of the 2 1st

century - on die Importance of

collaborative learnings problem

solving, using technology

imcll ige ntiy 1 1 >r tea r n i ng.

Vhflk : Iftt /h i rd ThariSr/*

(Compilation, Published by

Abrams, 2010)

Why Don's Students Like School:A
Cognitive Scientist Ansars Question*

About How the AdiFid Work), and

Whui is Means for the ClassrooM by

Daniel 1. Willingham (Publishe.fi by

Jossey
-Bass n 2010)

T> ’i i. hinv she iGencrat ion / ivc E* ts \

Ways so Introduce Essential Skills

With Web 2.0 Tools by Hill

I ’Writer/Adam Gan y (Publisher

S olution Ire

t

j
,
20 1 0)

Drii r lbe Surpri sitfg l 'ruth About

What Motivates Us hy Daniel H.

Pink (Published hy Rive f head

Hardcover, 2009

)

A Plate Coliea l Scbwn:John Gomilud

(Publisher McGraw-Hill, 2004)

Y 'each ittg to Transgress Edncntion ns

the Practice of Freedom by Be 1

1

Hooks (Published by Rouflcdge,

vm)

Grabsnr Wbaf's Worth FightingJot la

Your School? hy Michael Fid I an and

Andy Hargreaves, From Good to

Great by Jim Collins.

Policy chaugas/iehauts that am essential

lo making the school of t a morrow.

Shdliui: l think that in India, the

biggest changes wu are looking for

are in tact at the policy level. Our

crate schooling system is crippled

with bureaucracy which pays almost

no attention to learning processes.

There is no focus on or reward tor

innovative teaching practice, on

creative pedagogy The National

Curriculum Framework 2(KI? laid

Recommended Reading:

Books which create an

understanding of how

education works as a system,

as a way of empowering some

and disempowering others.. .of

how our education system is

centrally shaped for middle

class children who are good at

hook work but not tor those

with other forms of

knowledge.
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down a wonderful series of

recommendations bnt they have not

been properly implemented.

To give a tiny example, it is absurd

rhsf W li teacher wishes to take

students out on a trip to a museum,

they have to applv ro a bahu in die

administration for sanction. Or

School inspectors check if a teacher

has ensured rhat the class has

answered Question l
-
5 ar the end of

a chapter, with no focus on what the

children have actual 3v learnt.

Of course we need a system of

checks, but the policy framework

has to reconstitute the controlling

authority to focus on what children

arc actually teaming, ii needs to

support and empower the people on

the ground - Principals and

teachers. 1 think we need .i reliaul of

how we deliver quality education at

the last mile.

Vivek: Abolish the present 'licence

raf through privatisation and

complete liberalisation of the

education sector. Develop and

adhere to non negotiable quality

norms in government schools*

hacked by improved teacher training

and certification standards; and

ensu re i.eacher- accoun tab 1 1 i ry.

A free market will encourage badly

needed private investment in

education.A far-
profit environment

and the huge demand in India will

encourage competition and force

tuition fee rates to setde at

respective buyer-driven market

levels for low -cost* mid "level and

high-end school segments.

Graham: Kan the use of bells.

What values from tha school of today

should!!
1

! be East in die schnol of

Eomnrrow?

VivEk; Tie human touch: courtesy

kindness, decency...

Graham: Tie value of active listening.

One reason to rejflice during your typical

workday.

Shalirn: When a child comes rushing

up, dizzy with excitement because

she has just designed a keychain or 3

pulley system for picking up

marbles. Or has doubled his marks

i n a Maths tie>t . Anyth!ng wh ich

show s t he 'Alia moment wh i c h

makes new learning exciting and

meaningful.

Vrvfik: Naughty twinkling eyes above

the smile of a child.

Graham: My best moment ties in the

interactions with students and

parents at the school gates at the

beginning of each day

If you weren't a teacher/ educator thon

what would yutr have been^

Vivek A professional golfer.

Graham: A journalist.

What tfu you cany in y<KJT hag;?

Vrvek: My office - laptop* mouse,

external hard drive* USB modem,

headphones iPod, Swiss knife, a

gu*>d book and mints,

Graham: Hand sani riser. T shake so

many hands. *

WftW.HINCTItmS.IN

One reason to rejoice during

your typical workday is a child

comes rushing up, dizzy with

excitement because she has

just designed a keychain or a

pulley system for picking up

marbles.
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of International
Graham Ranger makes a case for o

International Schools ICJCJIO
PhiAm: Lifke Haokip-

I
n trying to answer the

question ofwhat Students

aspect from a school, the

late Professor Jean Ruddock

(,
U n ivc rs ity o f C an lb ridge ) found

that “students want m he safe,

they want to be valued and they

want to know they are achieving.

By Vjft'
,
we do nor on I \ mcan

'secure
1

but we also mean that they

may work in an environment in

which they are not penalised for

taking risks or for making

mistakes, that there is an absence

of bullying, and that there is, in an

international school, a respect l or

all cultures.

The heart of a school lies in its

ethos, which is shaped by its-

values. We aim to provide a warm

and connected community where

students are very well known to

the school and where, with a

generous teaching aduh to student

ratio, we know each student s level

of attainment, rate of progress and

well -being. As the school enrols

more and more studcnts T wse strive

actively to retain die strengths of a

small school. In academic terms,

dlis intimate knowledge of ihc

students is A great help but is

insufficient on in own.

Last year we introduced the use of

standardised assessments from

Year l n throughout rhe primary

school, and in Year 9 in the

secondary school. This enables us

to track the students' progress

more effectively, to know them

better and to intervene to support

shear learning more quickly. It

enables us to identify learning

needs, gifts, talents and language

needs more precisely than ever. It

has helped us to deploy staffing

support where if is most needed:

one of the aims of any school, and

one of my aims, is to give students

a fail-safe education, whoever the

teacher maybe. A guarantee uf

Consistency and quality may onh

be given ifwe use accurate

information about each student.

School

s

t as formal education

institutions, continue to be

dominated by teaching rather than

WttVi.WSNDFIFI DS IN railmm issue 12/ u hmndfieus h
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learning, J remember when 1

worked in Hong Kong and the

SARS epidemic caused many

Students to be absent from school

for some weeks
h
absent from

Hong Kong in many cases.

Schools became anxious abour rhe

s ruden ts
1

examina ri on
s
prospe c ts

.

I n reality, examination results were

above the normal levels, they

cxr ceded expc eta tion s . ! ’he re were

several reasons: first, the

curriculum is over- taught.

Students learn best when they arc

given more independence, more

freedom to enquire,, when they are

guided but not led. Second, on-

line learning began to plav the

role that it should, with les>

reliance on the teacher as a source

ni" knowledge and more reliance

on rhe teacher as a guide to

One of the aims of any

school, and one of my

aims, is to give students

a fail-safe education,

whoever the teacher

may be.

interpreting information. Third,

Feedback became more

personalised and more responsive,

more diagnostic and more rapid.

Schools today are trving to do too

much. Frank 1’urcdi, the Professor

of Sociology at The University of

Kent, in England,
-Why

Education Isn’t Working
71

reiterates the need For schools to

reclaim their core business and

nor ro he forced into the roles of

social workers or surrogate

parents, dieticians or counsellors.

However, society has changed and

so have rhe pressures schook face,

International schools enjoy many

privileges when compared ro

others as well ns different kinds of

challenge, namely managing the

international transitions for

students, dealing with many

students who may not *pcak the

language of instruction and

helping families, not just students

in making cultural adjustments.

For many foreign Families arriving

in India, the school provides the

basis of the social network.

The number of international

schools in India is growing

exponentially: they need

regulating. Poor quality

international schools get the

sector a bad name. Many of them

are unattractive to in ternation ally-

mobile families, are international

in name only and For the purposes

of marketing. Some are

dishonourable in their intentions.

They require regulatings

rebranding or closing down.

Where lines may have been drawn

firmly about who can be admitted

and w ho cannot t the lines are

blurring. Given the opportunity,

many long-term focal residents

with an international mindset

International schools enjoy

many privileges when

compared to others as well

as different kinds of

challenge, namely managing

the international transitions

for students, dealing with

many students who may not

speak the language of

instruction and helping

families, not just students in

making cultural

adjustments.
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International schools here

need to show that they are

also Indian in soul, and that,

when one enters the school,

one knows that the school is

In India and that this

permeates the ethos.

\Wi HfflDFli-DS IN

would like rhesr children educated

in such schools.These arc no

longer Schools simply for

expatriates or migrants.

Consequently such international

schools have :.l new mood
imperative. No longer can they he

islands apart lrum everything

round them. In mv view, an

international school should have

the following characteristics:

» \ cultural mix of students and

families;

A n i nte rn . 1 ! sonally lb c used

mission, aims and values;

» A curriculum that -sets it apart

from that of the host country';

But an ethos that brings the

besr of the Indian souE fo the

students being educated here;

A cultural urn ul staff and staff

vi itli international experience

and exposure; and

A mindset that looks to develop

g 3 oha I c i t i zens p
o J tc n he 3 p i ng

them towards universities and

colleges world -wide, and nut

just in the host country.

Forward- think! ng governments

may see intcrnafjonal schools as

adding to the educational tapesl tv-

on offer. Recidivist ones see them

merely as unwelcome competition

l or local schools. Foreign

companies, diplomatic missions,

foreign universities will nor he

attracted fo India unless there are

schools for Their employee 1

’; sons

and daughters. Jr is not often easy

for such children to he educated

for a few years in a local school

w i th an notn rn 1

1

i t c urriculum n

d

approach to learning, f luwever,

schools speak to vou, Waiting up

to 1 o-cr entrance, they emir

messages* ui welcome, or of

warmth, or coldness, or prison-

like security defences. And rhev

exude cultural messages.

International -hoof here need to

show that they are also Indian in

soul, and that* when one enters

the school* one knows that the

school is ill India and that this

permeates rhe ethos.

Bastions ul privilege they may be,

bur j good inlet national school

should hve out its social

conscience and make a

contribution m those less

privileged around it. It should also

have walls that arc permeable*

being distinct and set apart from

what may be taking place in the

locality but being able Lo draw on

and absorb some of the positive

facets ul local cultures,

International schools should foster

economic growth and encourage

i itwa rd i n vestment. Thcy req u i re

regulation but also an enabling

I tamework within which to

flourish. Only then tv ill India see

rhe true benefits uf International

education at school level.

GRAHAM RANGES
{katnat Ranger feas b&en ilia

I Director cii71i#Bri « 1 tha
- rT New QeM «tnunAsn3Dar

.*
J

Tfoere in teM65 on tbs 'R

Diploma Pw^imme (TNwy rf

an w~\\ a& Ikjwmk

f uA*mA ^^.niifi' He jdrtsd m
after five ywJ5 sr. DuenMrirf CpKOftw far

tlw- Eiigllatt Siaiuote RWfeiion In \kmg

Kurt£. :i *roup nr 20 schools.
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SLUM CHILDREN
THROUGH TELLING
Bindu Chander discovers how S Million Children are being empowered by Katha, a

unique model that seamlessly connects grassroots work in story, education and

urban resurgence. Their main objective; To enhance the joy of reading.
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was asked to

to visiting one of the 74

re su rge nc e i n t ri a t i ye s or

lance

F'^issrfindu (hander

meditation sessions in Delhi

before Diwali shut led to n

chance meeting with an

Educator from a non-profit

organization allied Rath a. It

'H1 it tlufl r-k Kj'i I u I-- i
hj'f

ta

me toundcr of

K.atba + a leading NGO focusing

on vulnerable Delhi communities

giving underprivileged children

Opportunities to improve their

.skills and capacities*

DharaniLimjan is well into her

sixties, most people her age

perhaps would he slowing down,

edging towards a cosy leisurely

life, hn|

journey hj

Ever since she

ms with

ll n dc rp ri vi 1 eged ch i Ed r

Dhuramanijan has

pace tor herself From managing

day- to day affairs at K a thas office

self-help

t j^iuLL|jpi to counsel

women, her day is full of activity,

A woman of strong convictions,

who believes that every child has

the right to realise her potential

regardless of social and economic

status. This is achieved by inviting

them to one of the % Rat ha

schools for underprivileged

communities. The Rath a

education model is underpinned

by one central objective* to

enhance the joys of reading for

children and adults that in turn

brings change that is sustainable

and real in their lives.

I was keen to see how the Katha

statistic of 8*000,00(1 children

benefiting from the project

actually worked. 1 asked to

volunteer with the team who work
in some of the poorest slums in

Delhi and was taken on board

almost immediately- Vanda n

a

head of projects would be mv
guid e over the course ol the next

few days.

DIWALlAs KATHA PUBLIC SCHOOL

First port of rail was Rath a public

school in Govind Puri, a 40

minute auto rickshaw ride from

Id a liz Rhas area where I was

staying at :j meditation centre.

The contrast in economic wealth

between these two parts qf Delhi

was startling. Hauz Khas T a

wealthy* salubrious strong hold for

m cd i .i and 1 i terary typ c s

(ArLindhati Roy fives in nearby

Green Park). Large houses

furnished with a retinue of

Servants; the cook, cleaner, driver,

security guard and gardener to

name but a tew. A neighbourhood,

where sometime, even the servants

out number the residents of the

households, Hauz Rhas is a place

where you do lunch or go to Hauz
Khas village to meet up with

friends and sip frappe. Ok. I think

you get die picture. On the flip

side, Govind Puri is cramped in

halt the size of Hauz Khas vet has

The Katha education

mode! is underpinned by

one central objective, to

enhance the joys of

reading for children and

adults that in turn

brings change that is

sustainable and real in

their lives

twice the population. Our
rickshaw stopped next to a

vegetable vendor in Govind Puri

And we gut oii noticing several

huge goats tucking into whatever

was strewn round the vegetable

stall- We walked down a dusty

lime with little r and more stalls all

e n m es h cd . Ruw s of tencm e n l.

houses cm both side, no gardens

here. People hanging out in front

of their homes some looking

weary, others curiously looking ar

me as I was about them. To niv

left was Katha public school, a

blindingly white building in

con tras t w Mb i l

s

^tirrou nd i ngs , J

enrered past the security guard

and felt as if T had stepped into

some middle class suburb. The
school was inviting, bright,

WWW.UINDFlELAS.lft
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spacious and more import void v

lull of children looking

exceedingly happy. The school was

buying with a c Civil y-

1 was thqpvv n round the school and

told that the children were

decorating their school tor Diwali.

T asked if the school had any

particular religious orientation and

was told that nil faiths were

welcome and celebrated reflecting

r h e com m u n i ty of L; h i Id ren 1 1 la l

the school served. Face paintings a

gol gupha si and, games stalls and

henna art were some of the fiin

things I discovered whilst going

around. The colourful murals on

the school walls reflected lives of

the kids, showing them reading,

writing, learning. 1 felt that the

kids really loved this pi vice, wauled

to tome here and contribute in

return*

I joined some teachers who we re

marking some exercise books.

1 hey had just come back from a

slum area where they teach kids to

read arid write under the nearest

tree. Thesc kids have to work to

earn a living for ihem selves and

their hiiniJi.es so cannot leave their

place ot work to go to school - its

the way ir is here- Katha sends

teachers to find these kids, build i

relationship with them

introducing them Lo reading,

building their confidence*

progressing to develop other skills

including writing and

mathematics. Its humbling and

slow work but the teachers I mer

loved their children and wanted to

see them develop and succeed

through the education system in

India.

mm POLITICIANS KEEP FAILING THIL1R

PEOPLE

ir got me thinking, why do these

children have to work? Why are

th ere so manv children who miss

out on their childhood; a time to

learn, discover, and play? Whv do

their parents bare so many

children in the first place that they

blatantly canmu aliord to nurture?

Why? Frustrated, 1 turned to

Vandafia and she explained that in

tins society people do not accept

birth control; irk considered

against their religion. And 1

thought to mysc It, but having kids

that beg for you on the streets is

within their religion? A knee jerk

reaction arose in me; t wanted to

stop them having so many
children. Stop this blind drive to

procreate populating the world

with suffering souls, just stop.

This is not the soltmon I know.

What it points towards is the

corrupt nature of India's

politicians who tailed in

provi di n g edi ] ea f ion ;.i n d

healthcare for their nation.

TRANSFORMATION REQUIRES PATIENCE,

ENDURANCE AN 0 A LOT 01 HEART

Ratha has iound that where the

reading project lias been embraced

by communities* the birth rare has

reduced and birth control lias been
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Katha has found that where

the reading project has been

embraced by communities,

the birth rate has reduced

and birth control has been

accepted rather than seen as

a 21st century evil in other

words Katha has shown a

direct correlation between

literacy and family planning.

accepted father than seen as a 2 Hi
century evil. [n other words Katha

b as shown a direct correlation

between literacy and family

planning. But Katha is a drip feed

approach, minds have nor changed

overnight. Generation - of people

have thought in a certain way and

breaking these patterns, igniting

change and
! runs to mini ion

required pj tie nee, endurance and a

lot of heart, 1 was touched by the

reality laced by all these beings

find the Karhii staffwho were

trying ro tnilv make a difference

one step at a rime,

EVEmm DVN OAMCEp SING DRTELL A-SIOfiV

We left the school and headed to

a household that was die meeting

place for a reading group. I

entered an alley only big enough

to walk single file between rows of

tenement matchbox houses. The
tack of open space made me feel

claustrophobic. I ielt enclosed,

almost entrapped. 1 noticed a

woman in the house next store.

She Was washing some clothes in

a space not more than one metre

square. We entered a house and

there were twenty to thirty kids all

huddled inside thb one tiny room
sitting on floor mats. There was

nothing else in the room. All

Katha reading groups were

facilitated by it local reading group

leader, They knew the kids, could

b li i 1d a rel adunsh i p with them and
encourage them to stick with their

studies. The kids greeted us with

beaming smiles. I had brought my
DSLK camera and asked the kids

it I could take some photos nf

them. Well, 1 couldn't believe what

JDT1mm iSSUt 1? f
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posers the) were! All <if ilit-m

wanted me to rake photos ot r he rn

and not one photo but many, 1 hey

loved seeing the in selves and asked

for retakes if they wen- noi liapp)

w i tli the re suits. A t rc r roue; h

photographic excitement wc sar

down and played games, one of

wit idi en Laded going round me
circle, nominal lug someone and

deciding tor him or her whether

to tell a short story, sing or da nee

-

I think I was Lilt* only one in the

room with -
:
j hdh lull of

butterflies, whar would 1 sing?

I Juiicc a Lingo? Mv mind was

racing.. .The kids on eke other

hand had no problems, thev were

raring iv express themselves, each

one of them wanted to stand in

the middle of the circle and hive

their moment, be the centre of

attention and perform. It was

wonderful to behold and should

not have surprised me. After all 3

was in the land ofbollywood

where song and dance i- ;i u *.v- of

life,

1 MASSED OUTm I WANT SOMETHING

DIFFERENT FOR MY CHILE)’

The nexr day we went to visit a

womens community group iu an

area called master colony fhaJ was

parr ol'Toghlakabad village. New
Del 111. San tosh the com muni rv

worker for the group greeted ys

and took to us to the house that

would host today s meeting. The

lady or the house made us feel

welcome and provided ample

biscuits and sweet tea. About

twenty women had turned up for

today's meeting, T was impressed

co observe this level of

commitment; it was an active

The ladies all appeared

to appreciate the

importance of this and

were keen to show that

they were supportive

and realised the value of

sending their kids to

school. One woman said

'! missed out but i want

something different for

my child'
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group. Vanda nn kicked off the

meeting asking about how sending

their kid* to school was going

especially girls. The I ad ley all

appeared to appreciate the

importance ot this and were keen

to show that they were supportive

and realised the value of sending

their kids to school. One woman
^aid 'T missed out but 1 want
some tiling different for my child'.

The lies ire for change amongst
these women was palpable. One
woman had made the bold move
of leaving her husband. He was
sleeping around and was not

working so could not support the

inmily. She had decided to cut all

ties WFih him and go forward

alone. To witness tiiat this group
of women despite their social

economic context were no longer

ready to accept a degraded

existence and abusive behaviour

from their spouses was refreshing

add touching.

I he women raised concerns abou

r

garbage managemen t; or more
precisely the lack of it. How the

go v e rnmem trash co I feet ors

infrequently visit their area so die

locals fly tip, creating open dump
sites and how the mains water

supply was contaminated and

locals have to purchase tablets to

make the water safe to drink.

Katha takes up these concern? on
behalf of the communities they

work with and raises them with

the necessary government

departments.

Some of the women had brought

swee is to share round, part of the

tradition of Diwali, we drank lea

together and enjoyed the treats.

1 he final item on the agenda was
entertainment, a drum appeared

and some bells and there 1 was

surrounded by women singing

traditional hh a jans and dancing in

their beautiful flowing surfs.

1 could not think of a better way
to bring light in this world on the

occasion nfDiwalL

HINDU CHAN D EH * «

media profestlonaf based m
iiirwSon wifa aver rcinp /ears ill

BRpelEp demising, seffing up &

tteliminy a wwfty ! ktcm I

afitiuFi cswpfl^FIfc far the BftC

enoss the UK, mm run

tnweINng, you rm calch her

jirfeHilmg world ifisjak mdMutwwsun Resonant*.

Bindu h&£rp ikfrerrttirati& 1m scurJi pEsafHt*

include scuba tfimg. Aigfirrtiiui 7§np

fl^rttii^ tows ss iwil as motors and \\mi% lots o*

dermer parties. Her mq£ (anpfiwer w^dtmsss.Ktfn
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HOW GREEN WAS
THIS SCHOOL

A small, new school for the masses has managed to become one of the ten greenest

schools in the country and ensured that a right and a stake in the earth

and the environment is not just the domain of the well heeled

D riving fit rough rhe garcs of the Ashok Ley]and School

in Hosiir, I am struck by how immense Ly Jill ere lit it

is ftiui.i its surroundings. Standing Finme way in from

rhe main road, surrounded by two factories, one of

which cuts stone and spews a bit ol dust in the air. the school is

nothing if not an oasis in the middle oi this I own thiit was once

sleepy but now finds itself ptacti call y a suburb of bangalore.

3 am here rn find, out how it is that a n in all, new school h;<s

managed Eo be among the ten greenest schools in rhe country.

n atnl J h[>rnh 'irtralu bwa - Even vear since 2(Hlb t the Centre for Science and Environment

(CHE) in Delhi has encouraged schools n» participate in their

Green School Programme, and conduct a self-audit to assess their

euvironni eti t-fnendll n ess.

For the year 200y, rhe CSF observed that of the 5
h
GOO schools

that part i ct pa t ed P the r n o > r inn ova rive li nd eh nnge - m aking sc hool f,
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are those in the semi-urban Lind

mid -rung ca tego ry. Urban sc 1 sou is,

specially those in big cities, tend

[0 make token gestures towards

making their schools green by

going oil ecu-tours or starting eco-

eEubs,

l can we El believe this. Space is ai a

premium in city schools and the

management is more ] ikely to

construct new buildings rather than

concern themselves with ways to

use natural light and air in order to

reduce electricity use, ur make any

drastic changes in their methods of

functioning.

Wi th the Ashok hey fund school rliis

is ELot the ease. Long before thev had

heard of ihe CSEs Green School

Programme^ with the support of the

management, the Principal* Urns

Srlnivasan, was clear that the

buildings would be the greenest they

coutd be. Ihe architect, P.T Krishna]],

incorporated ideas used in the

con sm ic ? h >i s o f E h c C I I Sohrabje e

* jodtej Green Business Centre In

Hyderabad.

Much of these early ideas a* visible

in the school now: as 1 walk to the

cilice, 1 pass through corridors that

are shaded by jaali or trellis-work
The corridor* ihcmsclves distance

ihe rooms from the outside,

providing one more layer cl shelter

from rhe descents. Every section of

the building has one green, open air

space and every classroom looks our

onto greenery. I notice the building

is made of natural stone., with .;

minimal use of Lcmtiir ,«.nd stect.

I he moms have large windows and

gaps, at the top for free movement

Every section of the

building has one green,

open airspace and every

classroom looks out onto

greenery...the building is

made of natural stone,

with a minimal use of

cement and steel.

NaturaE Li^ht m the lEassroofn t& save on electricity

ot air. 1 in Luld the files on the roof

are double layered. This is high

summer and I don't feci the heat

inside.

In rhe science roc in arc the two

tcae hers [ am hc ne to n ice*. Fan I

i

ne

Sbeeh] and S avita Srt'eram are

responsible for not just the self-

audit that gave the school Its award

but also tor supervising and

Constantly improving upon the

tr nvifonme n tal p rogramm e s the

*c nno I u Eldertiike s . i he v t akc n i c

iftrough rhe categories under which

self-audit has to take place: Water,

A ir, f. ] i.erg-y„ E . a n

d

T uciad. W.i s t

e

Management. Over the next hour,

they tell me about the schools

Wffl.lMEUK N
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The school bulletin hoard

schemes that Include and -exceed

the brief of the CSEs Green

School Programme:: how waste is

segregated, how they maintain bio-

diversity, use trees as barriers

against the industries just outside

their school, their rainwater

harvesting system and sewage

treatment plant.

They tell me that Thursdays are

meant for children to involve

them selves with the surroundings

by gardening, checking waste

seg reg ation and eomposting.

Children are encouraged to bring

kitchen waste from home to

compost and strongly discouraged

from using plastic in any form.

Pauline showrs me a pencil case

made out of cloth and says th eir

arts and crafts also include recycled

materials. The paper work rhe

office generates is kept to a

minimum and they mostly use

recycled paper.

As I listen to them talk,, I see the

energy and enthusiasm with which

the discussion sometimes arcs awav

but never strays far from the

subject. We discuss with

enthusiasm the old practise of

WATi : : Quantity oi water used,

water recycle! Rain water

harvesting facilities. Awareness

created on water usage, available

sanitation facilities and availability

Df potable water

AIR canopy cover, Usage of mess

transport, mileage oi vahidas,

Passenger capacity, Class room

area and student ratio and Local

pollution level

LAND: total area, total con strutted

area and green area Green area

includes tree canopy, lawns elc,

Biodiversity and Usage of inorganic

pesticides

ENERGY sources of energy, per

capita Consumption levels of

electricity, petrol, diesel etc

Alternative sources used. Count do

energy saving lamps.

WASTE MANAGEMENT: Amount ol

wasie generated, categories of

waste, segregating waste, disposal

system and recycling quantity.

saving vegetable: peels and kitchen

voter in pots, to give to a man who

would come once a week and take

it away to feed his buffaloes. In

exchange* he would provide a

household with dung* which was

tradition ally used on lloors as a

natural insect repellent. But that

Was about another era, and they had

to find ways toward a sustainable

living in different rimes,

I realise the advantages this school

has over many others 1 see in ibe

city-: it has space, it has [he backing

of its sponsor, the Ashok Leylmd

Group and most importantly, it has

awareness and commitment. All

these things arc crucial: without the

space or ihe monetary investment

needed, much would be impossible:

without the commitment, all the

space and money in the world

would be useless.

Children are encouraged to

faring kitchen waste from

home to compost and

strongly discouraged from

using plastic in any form.

In urban schools, dungs like space^

Ljuality ofair
fc
water and electricity are

often Lireas where little can be done.

For instance, it may be possible to

switch to energy-saving lighting, but

it may not he possible to restructure

the building itself to let in more

natural light. Or
n

a school might

water-harvest and rigorously check

taps for leakages, hut may have no

control over water supply or the lack

of it. Their problems with children arc

more lakd\ ro be, “How can they be

discouraged from bringing highly

packaged junk food and nintendos to

CA MJNQFtEUK ISSUL 12
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A rlassrn-nm at the Leyland School

school?" rather than,
uH«w do vvt get

them to mike elntil pencil cases?"

Pauline Liiad Savita take me on ,i four

of the school. As we pass giggling

children in crocodile lines, Savita

points out the pipes leading down

From the roof, to collect min water. 1

ask them in what categories they

didn't do as well as they might have

tn the self-audit, Pauline says that

their rainwater harvesting was not tn

capacity, according to the criteria of

Ihe CSE, and their buses didn’t use

CMC,

Earlier, T had passed a fleet of buses

parked near the gate. It is true that J

didn’t see a green GNG sign on the

buses; on the other hand, neither did

1 see a Heet of cars parked either

inside or outside tile gate.. It appeared

that nearly everyone used tile bus to

and from school. *CNG Stations are

not available he re.'" says Pauline. I

point out that that is not their fan Ft,

but audit criteria are audit criteria

and in this case* the school did not

meet their guidelines.

We exit the building and there is still

a lot to see. Outside, trees are in

The vegetables that they

grow are then sold in the

market This is clearly a

favourite place for the

children - a place where

they enjoy planting, caring

for and harvesting the

vegetables, while learning

about organic farming

methods practically Instead

of theoretically.

various stages uf growth. Some are

very young and arc being held by

sticks and irrigated by pots; others,

especially along the boundary waifs,

are well-grown. There are neem and

bauhinia, banana and coconut as well

as rose bushes and a vegetable patch.

Gi this the teachers arc very proud,

because their garden generates

revenue, They use neon cakes as

natural pesticide, and use compos r as

fertiliser. The vegetables that they

grow are then sold in the marker. This

is clearly a Favourite place fur the

children, - a place where thev enjoy

planting, caring fur and harvesting

the vegetables, while learning about

organic farming methods practically

Instead of theoretically.

As we make uur wav past the

rainwater harvesting pir, I notice a

large: area separated from j[lc main

grounds of the school by a small gate.

It is the sewerage treatment plant — 2

really large instalia ti on, with a huge

centra t ;i n k and many covered pits,

Iherc art dearly many stages through

which the sewage passes before

emerging as reusable water (with

which the entire giurden is.

maintained), Pauline and Savita give

me an overview and then it’s time for

me to leave.

As I wave goodbye* I think about die

children oi the school. These are rile

children of the workers of Vshok

Leyland, for whom the school was set

up. These children have access to the

land of facilities usually reserved for

children of the well heeled or

privileged: well- lit classrooms, dean
water, space in which to play and

most importantly - a sense that they

have both a right and a stake in the

earth, and the environment, 1 can .see

the responsibility and pride in these

neatly turned out children and wish

more schools did this audit to sec

where they stood and what they could

do to snake th eir school as lovely as
i*

thtS OI1C.B
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP

HOW A SCHOOL LEADER CAN IMPROVE

TEACHING AND LEARNING?

A panel of eminent educators discuss ways for innovative practices to transform schools. This

panel discussion was held at the Delhi chapter of the School of Tomorrow Conference and

moderated by Rakhi SonL

DAVID ZARQWIN is the Director of the Harvard WIDE World

Program. Before joining the Harvard Graduate School of

Education,. David spent 15 years in various editorial, marketing,

business development, and general managerial positions at

Prentice Hall its parent company, Pearson Education. Prior ill at

he was a labor and industrial historian for the Com man wealth of

Massachusetts,

|

DR. SHAUNI ADVAN I is the D irector of Pathways School N 0 1 DA

.

; |
She has hear Princ pal id the British School, New Delhi and

Director Fijimalimi of Learn Today. Her wide exaerieme in setting

up and heading schools, n eludes creating effective leamiiiij

M ",
|

environments, schco management systems, staffing and

BL curncu uin development with me IB. GCSE as well as CBSE

« schools.

GRAHAM RANGER hos been the Director of The British School,

New Delhi since May 2007. There he teaches nn the KB Diploma

Prog ramme (Theory of Knowledge! as well as lower school

geography. He joined the school alter five years as Director of

Education for the English Schools Found ation |ESF| in Hong Kcng.

a group of 20 schools.
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I didn't see the need for a

bachelors in education

(B.Ed) as a pre-requisite for

teaching. What we looked

for was somebody who had

sound knowledge of the

subject, was passionate

about learning and had very

good communication skills.

Rakhi Sunt: Wtialaie Hie innovative practices

a school loadfF can adopt to improve EcraqtiEng

and learning iai schools? There is no simple

my to define sdiool leadership. There is a lot

ol amhigurtv and there af&m guidelines. As a

leseaidier has said, "There are roarf signs but

a map is yet so he found."

flakhf to Ahha Adams: You comet™ a very

diverse background having worked with the

media and theatre, before school happened to

ym. Then you spent many years seltmg up an

EMmplaFy school in the Shriram School in

Gufyaon. Hnw did you manage so inspire

educators La become exceptional teachers?

Abha: The fact that i hadn't rake si the

erudition a3 route meant that J came
into school education without being

constrained. I used to ash for things

to be done in a particular wav and was

rold/Tr can't be dune that wav. We ve

never done it that way." And I'd say

‘"Well, we can try," and by trying, it

worked f My coming in with ,n fresh

perspective worked.

Ihu most important aspect of any

institution is to create a community*
and in order to orate that community
or collegiate, yotfve got to bring

people together and create an

envi nan merit in whie h evervbody feel ^

connected and supported. In which

they all know whit they are working

ABHA ADAMS. Ahha spent over 30 years in education in

India and the UK. She has been the Director of the three Siiri

Ram Schools Mrs Adams has been n mein her of the

executive of iha Council for Indian Schools, a member of the

Standing Committee on Examinations, and a member of the

Awards Committee. Mrs. Adams has also worked with i he

BBC in the UK,

GUNMEET BfNDRA is ihe Principal of Vidya Devi Jindai

School, Hi&ar. She is a Master Trainer from Cambridge

International Examinations f CIE} a CBSE resource person for

CCE and a Cluster leader of the UKIER1 project of the British

Council. She is also the British Council School Ambassador

for then pilot project, "Connecting Classrooms online.
11
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L to Ft kuameet Bindm, David Zarawm, RaJthi Sant, Shxtlm Mvani., Graham RangiF an4 Afeha Adams

fi>r
h
and are agreed on their principles*

vdues and Strategies. Yon ensure this

by picking the right people, ensuring

ihe right kind or professional

development, arid being open,

flexible* exjtamely fair and connected

as a leader. Then you ensure that

people will begin to work collectively.

Consensus is critical and a very useful

wav of ensuring that all work together

well.

Take recruitment, for Instance. I

didn't sue rhe need for a bachelors in

education (B.Ed) as a pre-requisite

for teaching. What we looked for

was somebody who had Mjund

knowledge of the subject:, was

passionate- about learning and had

very good communication skills. It

was important that the person was
courageous, one who would take

your feedback and criticisms and go

back and make it better. You add a

good sense of humour to that and a

sense of being able to survive in

middle and senior school* and you've

got the right person!

And rhe B.Ed. would come. You
would ensure that, through very

carefully planned in tern id capacity

building and professional

development, the staff were

constantly being groomed. As a

result* we collected around us a
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group of people who were very

similar, who knew the goal and were

committed to it.

Rakhi: So,, a B.£d and M Ed is not necessary?

Abba: I do not think they are necessary

prerequisites, unless you have had the

opportunity to train at the best

training spaces. Doing a B.Ed. by

correspondence is nonsensical. The

desire to learn* to be passionate about

what you Jo* to enjoy exploration

together with children* are all more
important. All the other

skills—managing the classrooms, good

assessments, etc. ~ can be taught. But

you cannot teach a person to be

excircd and to infect others with rhea/

excitement and rheir passion for what

they are doing..

Rakhi to Graham Banger You put together n

leadership and professional development

programme for teachers as the English School

you worked with in Hong Kong
,
where teacher

observation and giving feedtank was the core

philosophy you used. How are you using 3 his

currently as the school leader of The British

School? And what is the role of a school leader

inside the classroom?

Graham: Any effective school leader

has go r to he characterized by certain

values, personality traits and habits.

They [iced to have a vision for making
a difference.They should be judged by

the outcomes of the school, and nor

in terms of examination or university

success.

Every school leader needs to believe

in teachers. Across die world, there's

non enough belief in teachers'

capability from school leadership. The

responsibility we have as school

leaders to invest financially arid

emotionally in teacher development,

makes the difference,

Though external factors like socio-

economic context are vital too, there

are rwo important things that make

Over the last couple of vears,

informal peer observations

that teachers have arranged

with teachers, without

anyone in the leadership

team knowing, have become

more prominent, And these

are probably making more

positive difference than what

we have been doing formally.

the difference 10 the outcomes for the

students inside the school. These are

(I) the quality and nature of the

teaching, as an influence on learning

and (2) school leadership af all levels.

Therefore, heads of schools should be

people who are out and about

amongst the students and staff This

might mean management by walking

around and purposefully engaging

with the community in a very

practical way

The best half-hour of my day is the

time J spend at the gates* welcoming

die students. At the primary school

gates, I meet the parents as well, while

at the secondary school gates, I meet

the drivers and the Students. By doing

this, one can pre-empt a lot of formal

meets Jigs that parents may wish to

have with the school leader, it is about

gening to know the students and die

parents and hearing die issues they

may wish to raise with you as a school

leader, in a context where they feel at

ease.

We can easily understate the potential

trauma of corning into the principal s

office Ibr a member ofthe community
who we are trying to lower harriers

with, in order to engage with them, in

as natural a manner as possible, about

students and their learning. Its about

values and habits. It s not about how
much time you spend at work, not

about the freedom and autonomy one

has from any system of schools, but

about the nature of the work you

choose to focus oil and the belief that

you arc focusing on the things that

can make the most difference to

snide nts.

With regard ro lesson observation,

those values must come first. lr is very

easy for a lesson observation

programme or a performance

appraisal system to be mechanistic

aud bureaucratic. We have a formal

observation system in place, aimed at

staff development and evaluation, But

over the lasr couple ofyears* informal

peer observations that teachers have

arranged with teachers, without

anyone in the leadership ream

knowing* have become more
prominent. And these are probably

making more positive difference than

what we have been doing formally.

However, it is very easy to see whafs

not going so well through formal

lesson observations - rhe soft skills

are much more imports nr in the sense

ot the dynamic relationship one sets

up with the colleague.

Good principals love leaching. Good
principals tend to love teaching by

looking at it because* by loving

teaching* they are loving learning.

Many a good principal love teaching

as a teacher actually. Bur many of

them, including me, arent the best

eq nipped teachers in the school.

Rakhi tu Shalini Advnni:: You have experience

with all kinds of cuniculum-PGCSE
r CBSE and

the IB board. Hpw important is it fo r th e school

leader to have an unifgfstanding of Lhe

curriculum and how it pans cut in the

dassroom? What are ihe differentiated needs

of the students within the classroom? What

tote dees the principal have so play?

Shalini: An important development in

recent years is the recognition that

there are different kinds of students

within the same classroom; that a

one -size- fits-all curriculum cannot be

imposed on all of them. Children in

an average classroom will differ in

their readiness, their pre- knowledge
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of a subject iirca, and their learning

styles (some like to sit still and work^

others need to move about T still

ethers need to discuss), 1 would say

tiiis, with some reservation, there are

differences by gender as well.

It is essential lor a school to consider

how all ol this is balanced, li von are

fortunate to have only 20 children in

pur classroom, then that’s ideal. But
does that mean that* if you have 40,

nothing can be done about it?

Differentiated learning is nor

individual learning; it’s not one- ro-

one teaching. It is working out

enough activities, strategies and
reaching approaches to plan for these

differences. And integral to

developing individuated needs, and
this is where the school leader comes
in T arc the planning processes.

In a large number schools, planning

consists of* “On Wednesday* we will

do chapter three..." That is not

planning at all. Planning means
looking at the worksheets, activities

and discussions one is going to

implement simultaneously* within the

same classroom,, to enable different

children to learn in different ways,

technology is an easy assistant, a

great enabler, ifyou know how to use

it intelligently* but it is far from being

the only way of doing it.

Sometimes, this means having

detailed lesson planning, which the

school leader looks at. Sometimes it

is to do with the arrangement of die

furniture in your classroom (straight

rows of desks and chairs all facing the

teacher means that there is one fount

of knowledge, the teacher, and the

students passively imbibe it. Instead,

you have to consider that children

learn from each other, collaboratively,

which enables them to leant in

different ways and at different paces),

Schools tend to be rigid and, as

teacher;, we don’t like too much
change. There arc good reasons for

this—-teachers know they have to

deliver a nugget of knowledge in 40

Children in an average

classroom will differ in their

readiness, their pre-knowledge

of a subject area, and their

learning styles-some like to

sit still and work, others

need to move about , still

others need to discuss.

minutes or Lilac in February they will

be doing revision exercises because

schools are structured in particular

ways,. Rnt rigid systems and
structures have a huge cost for

children. One of the most obvious

ones is that children learn and
develop by age* regardless of where
they are in terms of their own
learning. So if you are 12 -year- old,

you are ro do algebraic formulas in a

particular way. Instead, consider a

flexible time-tabling struemre. Tins is

when you block-schedule. For
instance, the entire middle school

does math at the same time.Then you

enable a grade 6 child and a grade 8

child ro be in the same math group

because they are working at

approximately the same level, I don’t

mean that your entire time-table

needs to be blocked like this but given

that flexibility and spacer you get this

sort of differentiated learning.

Planning processes like this one is

what a school leader can do. To get

teachers, administrators, schools and
parents to understand that children

learn in different ways is one of the

most important interventions that a

school leader can make.

H a khi tu David Za ruwin : You. have provided

a unified pisiform where teachers are lea rning

new innovative ways of teaching all atound the

world. What role does an instructional leadei

or the principal ol a sdiool have in developing

the skills d the leather?

David: Ideally, school leaders are
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instructional leaders. They arc notjust

people who make sure that the buses

run on time and that the kids get

from one class to the next.

What do we mean by an instructional

leader at Wide World at Harvard?

We mean somebody who can

fariliiatc the organization being a

place where everybody learns.

Assuming that understanding is really

what we want our students to be able

ro do (and by
41

understanding” we
mean flexible thinking -- tile ability

to take what youVe learned in one
situation and be able to apply it in

another curriculum context or apply

st out in the world), the role of the

school leader is to enable the

organization, the whole school

culture, to be a place where that kind

of learning takes place.

Tie school leader can do a lot of

different things. For example, the

school leader can decide what kind of

professional development is

important for the school to move in

the direction of understanding. The
school leader can participate in that

professional development him or

herself* and not just set it up for

teachers to do. The school leader can

mode! learning and what it looks like

when teachers are working together

Lo learn.

Ihcre is a popular phrase: 'Tic guide

on the side rather than the sage on
the stage,

71

In a classroom where the

teacher is the guide -on-thc-side* the

students are an active part of the

learning process. In a school that is a

learning organization, the principal or

the school leader is serving that same
function. The school leader steps out

of the role as the sage and becomes a

facilitator of learning, modeling it in

how he or she conducts a faculty

meeting, a classroom observation or

an evaluation of a teacher.

In other words, the school leader has
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to Internalise the values and

demonstrate through his or her own
behaviour in the school what it looks

like to teach in these ways. We
developed an online course 5 years

ago called “Leading for

Understanding" . This course h about

what a school leader can do in his or

her day job to support teaching (or

understanding, in how they conduct

faculty meetings and in how they do

classroom observations and the like.

ftokMtn Gunnififit Bindra: You’ve besn a use;
1

of Xseed and ovet the last two years

transformed a trad iti ona I sdiooT into one that

uses a lot el innovative practices, end you've

had tremendous success vwth the teachers.

Why don’t you tell us how your rate has

changed since and how you feel a hour it now?

EunmBBt: Fve always been a hands-on

principal, ever since I rook over the

responsibility of heading a school 15-

1 ft years ago. The school 1 referred to

here is one I took over about 2 years

back, which was already 23 years old.

So I Inherited a lor that 1 probably

didn't want to. ihe biggest challenge I

faced, because it is a residential

school, was availability of time. The

question was: How can we plan our

lessons? Wc needed activities, not just

chapters and units.

"That
1

:, where XSEKD came so handy.

It provided me with all the lesson

plans! I would sit with my teachers,

discuss with them and then go into

the classroom, ihtre was a lesson

which required a lot of resources to be

handled in the class, so I told the

teacher to let me be her assistant in

the class. She was hesitant and took

10 minutes to tell me what to do. Bv
the end of the week, however, I was

going around distributing ail the

resources and she was conducting the

class! And the following Monday
after a weckJong session in the

classroom with my teacher, I received

Responsibility, integrity arid

curiosity are all critical for us

to be able to help children

acquire the skills of analysis,

collaboration, reflection,

decision-making, navigating

information and creativity.

notes from the class wfikh said,

“Ma'am thank you tor helping us in

our mads lessons,
11

That's how 1 see myself and that s

how I've actually lived the classroom

after becoming a leader in the school.

Now, when S get into my office, alter

spending 10 minutes in there, I am
out on the flrsr floor, looking up the

register sec the substitution classes,

choosing the two periods in the day 1

religiously have io be in, and I just go

in and become a participant in die

class with the teacher.

This has had such a tremendous

impact on die teaching--learning' in

the classrooms. Because the principal

gets into the classroom, the school is

now developing a culture of

perform a n cc
,

develop merit and

primary focus on teaching-learning.

So from having a managerial leader

the school has become one where

every leader is a teacher and every

teacher is a leader of sorts, (she is

leading a group of smdenrs). The

school leader, the teachers as co-

leadcrs and the students have all

gained satisfaction beyond words.

David: 1 have a counter example to

share. My wife is a second grade

teacher in a suburban school system

outside of Boston, Her school leader*

a Red Sox fan, came into her

classroom last year, and no matter

what she was reaching, he would sir

down at the table with some of her

students and talk to them about the

Red S ok. Not about what ^hu was

teaching, or listening to what she was

teaching and what was really going on

sn the classroom and supporting it.

Instead, he came in with his own
agenda. 1 would say this is an example

that counters ro your excellent

modeling of what it looks like to be

an effective leaden where vou’rc
y

supporting your teacher and you’re

endorsing what they're in the

classroom to do.

flahhi: Huw dues leader balance time

between the manorial duties and the

academic responsibilities tftat he or she has?

Gurrrneei. It's a question of time

management, will and desire. II you

are passionate about wrhat you do, the

curriculum, the individual education

plan, management bv walking around,

and getting the teachers on the same

platform, just falls in place,

flbha: Ensure that there is an flat

organ rzatlo n a I struct are which

locusts cm building capacitv; that

there are teams which work together,

that there are curriculum leaders or

academic co-coordinators r All finely

dove-tailed together in a web. The

responsibility to achieve balance is.

not dependent on the principal alone.

Responsib ll ityT integrity and curiosity

.ire all critical for us to be able lo help

children acquire the skills of analysis*

collaboration, reflection, decision-

making, navigating information and

creativity. All these skills come out of

developing your curriculum. So the

focus lias to move into feachiog-

lcaming, that has to come through an

organizational structure which you

build, and then move forward with

Lonsensus and consultation.

David: Set learning as a priori tv. It

could be your priority to ensure that

rhe buses run on time. 1 1owevet, if the

leader sets it as 3 priority to foster

learning, that means that other [(lings

are going to go down, ihert Lire only

so mam hours in li day. and so in

terms oi the balancing act tor a school

leader, he or she has to find someone
to delegate those Things than arc about

miking the buses run on time. Put
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your energy into iiistruetion, and
model ing c tl ectivc tear h i ng- ] carni ng,

because that is ultimately why vou are

an a hat school.

SKilini:
r

lhc traditional name lor the

head ol the school was not director or

principal
1 but “head teacher",

Li n plying that die heart of a school is

the teaching and learning. There .ire

inan} r kinds ol pressures one has as a

head teacher—boards to answer to,

the department of education, the

ii nance sub-comnnttee + etc. There are

all those things which cannot be

anybody else s job. But unless vou give

a priority to the teaching and learning

aspea, you’ve lost the heart of what

your job is about. And ii is evident in

whaL you model
,
and in the systems

and Structures you put into place.

We have a time, one day ol the week
when students go home early, which

we use to plan and collaborate with

each other. The parents understand

that lor teachers io he effective, they

need that rime. You need to prioritise

department meetings and group

meetings, ql in on them sometimes

and reflect oil what comes out of

them, because that is the web that

gives strength to your learning

program.

David: Professional development in a

school is about improving practice.

Ultimately schools invest in

professional development to increase

everybody's capacitv and skills, That

means providing time ior applying

what you are learning to whits really

going oil in your own classroom.

Profession development in most
schools is sit time. Teachers show up
tor a workshop, sit on

| heir hands, and

after an hour and half goes bv they

return to their work. An effective

leader helps foster a kind of

professional development culture

where the teachers rake what they arc

learning, and where Ihe leader him or

herself takes what they are learning,

to apply it to their own practice.

'.V^.MINDRFLG&ai

Professional development in

a school is about improving,

practice. Ultimately schools

invest in professional

development Io increase

everybody's capacity and

skills.

Graham: I think it was Professor

Michael Fillbn who said wu can't

invest in someone's professional

development by changing them and

putting them back in an unchanged

school There is no value in that kind

of investment. The school leader

needs to set rhe example bur wc have

to build that learning community
within the school. One of the

challenges is where school systems nr

neighboring schools can be

unnecessarily competitive. You must
be willing to invest in your own
teachers in the medium io long term,

and not chink that I ana investing

them in order ro prepare them for the

next promotions somewhere else,

improvement takes some time; there

are no quick-fixes. The fact is that

even if you have some very capable

people in the organisation, unless vou

have the systems and support, unless

you believe in them and invest in

them, it worn change and ii will itiil

take time to change.

Ablia: It schools arc aiming to be

learning organizations, they can only

learn bv sharing with offiet learning

organizations. In our society, this is

reallv very difficult; nobody wants ro

share what they may have developed

with you. Overseas, the 1CC$E and
liie IB curricula are built on schools

sharing resources and ideas, and with

The teachers training each other.

When I suggested starting this

profession development center in our

school tin Nokia) to other principals,

they said,
HWe arc not going to send

our teachers as resource people.What
they are doing remains in the school/

'schoolof
'
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All the ideas we want are on the net

anyway, so why can't we share? If we

want schools of tomorrow, then the

school ot tomorrow will have to learn

not to have those walls and to begin

sharing ideas and learning.

Raklii: If I WE*e in become a schau-l principal

ts^morrnw, what Mould be ypur athice jin ons

linej for me? What would I need to do in the

first week in school?

Gunmeet: Connect with the children.

Ifyon follow the dictum/
1

Every child

matters' , all other systems will be

taken care u£

David: Be a learner yourself and ask

good questions

Sfialinh Create ;j [earning community.

The word ‘"stakeholders'* is useful

because it incorporates p Lirents,

teachers and the support staff*

However, ir smacks so much of the

corporate world that you feel you are

part of the share market. So, having

put that word aside, creating- a

learning communi tv ot parents
1

support staff. Teachers, students and
the management is crucial.

Graham: I .isten to what students think

about the school and win- they think

it, and keep listening,

Abfta: All principals believe rhac god

comes second and r hey are first, and

that is noc right. The power of
humility, forbearance

,
patience and

consultation* 1 really believe that the

consultation process in schools is

important.

aiii mum issue iajjj minbfklw ei
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HOW WILL EDUCATION REFORM
REACH THE LAST MILE?

SOCIETY'S EXPECTATIONS FROM SCHOOLS

A distinguished panel of leaders from the media, the government and the corporate world discuss

the change and legislation in education reform in today's rapidly changing India and what educators

must do next.

This was the second panel discussion held at the Delhi chapter of the School of Tomorrow
Conference and was moderated by Anyradha Das Mathur.

DR RUKMINI BANERJI is the Director of Pratlham. New Delhi.

She studied ar St- Stephen's College and Delhi School of

Economics and went on to become a Rhodes Scholar. She then

studied at the University of Chicago and worked on children s

labour farce participation and school attendance in rural India

end also taught in the Chicago Public School System

V1NEET JOS HI, IAS, Chairman CBSE. A 1992-batch IAS officer,

Vineet Joshi hails from Uttar Pradesh and comes from the

Manipur-Tripura cadre. He is a BTecfi in Mechanical Engineering

from III Kanpur, He has earlier served in the ministries of Culture,

Youth Affairs and Sports and Women and Child Development

During his tenure as Chairman, he has heen instrumental in

initiating dramatic reforms in the assessment system.
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A teacher could be well-

prepared and well-trained by

our assessment, hut may not

be motivated enough to

deliver inside the classroom.

We need to focus on issues

of demand as well, where

the primary actors are the

parent and the student.

An urn (I ha Das IVlathur: Thry? has been so

much change arid legislation in the last tiiuple

b! years in tho area of education rnfnrm,

Lfigrshtion is th& most emphatir. oppression

th.i: a government can riEmnmtTatB towaids

the change that it wants iu implement. The

right to education ihr; implementation u\

continuous arid EnmprghensrvB assessment

approach and, finally, the acknowledgement

that education reforms arid the I ivory of

quality education cannot be done by the

govern merit alone are enormous strides the

country has taken Tfigre rs also ait active

involuemenl uf private enterprises, WGOs and

other interested partners to deliver the desired

oulcoma

The stage is set -So, what do educators sitting

do next? What are ihe thoughts, solutions,

ideas will help us real.se the goals of the

proposed reforms?

Anuradha to Vinent Jnshj; You ve proposed

a change in the examination policy hy

ifttrodudng the continuous and comprehensive

evaluation (CCE) prune ss. Hew do you believe

that sellouts con actually implement these

changes and derive the maximum benefit from

what you propose? Are there some obvious

factors dial could dsraslthe outcomes that you

wftuld like schools to watch out for?

WWWMmELPS.IN

VIVEKRAMCHANDANt Coordinaku Australian Spurts Outreach

Program. He has specialized as an educational facility and

systems planner for schools. From, working as Head Master of

the junior school at Ihe Lawrence School, Sanawar, to Executive

Officer of an educational consultancy group, he currently works

as the Educational officer for UNICEF an hair India country office.

Ho is also the former founder principal of The Shri Ram School,

Delhi.

ADfTYA NATRAJ is Ihe Founder D rector of ihe KarvaEya Education

Foundation, dedicated in training government school principals in

India to turnaround their failing schools Earlier, Adilya worked as

a Programme Director at Pratham, India's largest educational non-

profit focused no literacy improvement across 3,000 v id a gas in

Gujarat. He has also worked as a World Bank consultant in

Afghanistan. Atfitya is a National Talent Search Scholar and was

recently awarded the Echoing Green fellowship for 20 of the

worlds most promising social entrepreneurs.

The pa nffc discussion in session

Vineet Joshi: F.imariiig tliLLt education

reform will reach rhe lasr milt ri

basically asking where docs die buck

5 lop. Anybody can give a policy

directkm bun there has to be someone
who will implement it. I have this

insight .i> the result of our meetings

with r lie stakeholders of education in

the country. When you mecr rhe

parents, they say they find it very

difficult ro trust the teachers. They
complain that they are ill equipped,

subjective and biased . It you talk, to

the teachers, rbev say diat the parents

are overambirious, pressurising their

wards 1 rrationaUy, focussed on marks

and marks and interfering. The

relationship between the parent

community and the teachers U one of

gross mis mist. The principal of the

school is burdened by the

performance of the school, as was

revealed in a survey we conducted in

Ciargaon. When we dig deeper into

the issues, everyone backtracks, saving

ilicre is no problem!

We must realize that ir ri riot

somebody who is going ti > ensure

the success nf the reforms. Wc all

ii mum issue : 7 1
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need to assume this responsibility-

Wh ether 1 work at the Board* am a

teacher, a parent or tlie principal, I

have to think that it is T who has to

ensure that the reforms axu successful

In mosc of forums that I have been

part of, the focus has primarily been

on the supply side of education:

teacher training, the production of

good material, etc. A strong supply

does nor ensure quality. A teacher

could be well-prepared and wel!-

trained hv our assessment, but may

not be motivated enough to deliver

inside the classroom. We need to

focus on issues of demand as well,

where the primary actors are the

parent and the student. It is uptu

them to realistically assess what goes

on in the classroom.. 'Nocxteriial

agency can oversee this. Ultimately, it

we have to ensure that these reforms

arc successful, the parents also have to

come on hoard. They have to

understand and appreciate the

importance of the reforms.,

understand what 10 tixpect inside the

classroom, and exert pressure so that

tli esc things happen. Civil society at

largealso has a. responsibility unless

we stop attaching high value to marks

in specific areas, and consider

academics superior to other aspects

and activities ,
1 don't ihink the

reforms can he successful . It is not a

question of me. or you; its a question

of aU-of-us.

Everyone has to realize that it is each

person^ responsibility to make

reforms happen, It has to start from

somewhere. It has started with

teachers' training and among parents,

as they become increasingly aware.

Everything has to grow? together. A
house cannot be built by putting a

roof after building juy L upto plinlh

level! It has to be a continuous process

accompanied by steady stream of

improvements. As a Board or as those

formulating policy, our concern is that

The bottom Sine; how

important is it to a teacher to

get through to the children in

such a fashion that they are

I

facilitating learning? As.

opposed to talking al! the

time,

rhe policies devised are those that die

parent can trust. Ultimately* the

parent is the main stakeholder in all

these reforms Its very important to

gain that mist. And T think, the way

we have devised our reforms, we are

reaping til 3 r trust from rhe parents.

Anuradha to Vivsk Bamchafidam: Given

soma et our experiences, it seems that tlie

delivery of quality education is a possibility.

Whut are the critical factors for success that

you have seen in your wide experience. Are

thorp some insights and practices that y^u'd

like to share?

Viuek Ramctisndani: Bring some fun

into the classroom* 1 was not a trained

teacher when I started teaching, but

common sense and developing a

relationship with my kids came lo my

aid. I always start the class by telling

a storv or doing things that got

everybody interested. Once you have

their attention, it is a cakewalk. 1

believe in the live-minute rule—if

you don't get their attention in the

first five minutes, youve lost it right

through.

When we set up the Shriram School,

my main focus was bringing together

people who felt strongly about the

way education should be delivered in

rhe classroom- We had to select five

people who would teach Nursery,

Class 1 and Class 13 from a fourteen

hundred who had applied. Of the five

candidates {who were selected by a

pane! whsdl I stayed out of), only one

was a trained teacher. Another had

got the qualifications but never taught

before. The remaining three were

mothers who cared and were willing

fn learn. The bottom line: how

important is it to a teacher to get

through to the children in such a

fashion that they are facilitating

learning? As opposed to talking all

the time.

Tn the end, it comes back to the head

of the school, or the district officer, or

whoever is in-charge. 1± there is a

positive outlook there, that is fed back

down rhe line automatically and you

will see people who are interested in

doing what they do.

My premise is very simple. People go

to work Nobody wants to be bored.

You need a person who derives

satisfaction from teaching, (for no

other job can you get the kind ol

satisfaction you get when you see the

light of Learning in a child s eyes}, if

teaching makes you feel you've made

a difference in somebody s life, you're

going to feel good about it and you're

going to go home walking tall. And

that's really rhe bottom line.

Through reforms, you have to reach

children in urban and rural

environments, and teachers who teach

because it is convenient, A degree ol

professionalism and accountability is

missing. We also need to focus on

teacher training in such a fashion that

it equally bin Tor the teachers. Then

we will get somewhere.

That being %aid
h 1 have been cynical

about education for many years. For

rhe first time, with the way the CBSE
lias been going, with the way our

ministers speak, it seems as it people

are focusing on education ., True, there

is a lot of controversy, but 1 think you

can make a start onlywhen people are

willing to sir down and calk about it.

The Mackenzie Report and other

sources indicate that there’s too much

focus on resource and very little on

process. In your experience with the

L td ton education system, how

important do you rate the resources

part of it, to ensure that quality

outcomes are delivered?
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The primary resource is the person,

±Arvind Gupta has demonstrated how
lirrle you need to create resources. Fve

been ro schools during; my rime with

UNICEF where vve run workshops

that talked about what quality is, the

importance of the teacher, group

work, etc.. Tlie fact is that while il

didn't work everywhere, there were

some people who are our on the limb

in the remotest villages* where die

district education officer never visits,

where you rarely have any

interference from anybody Eve seen

teachers who have been to a couple

workshops that sparked them offand
who, without any limber external

inputs, have been doing amazing
things. For example, in I.alitpur

district or in places m Karnataka. The

unfortunate thing is that it doesn't

apply everywhere. So always boils

down back to rhe person and how
much that person cares.

Anuratlha to Adrtya Natiaj: You've chosen to

locus on training principals of government

schools. What drives this focus and what do

you think thetefnre raiakgg the real difference,

ijrven that there are several constraints that

schools work with?Also, what is the single

biggest digit Impact of your effort ; capacity

building, the multiplier effect, or something

else?

Ariitya N strap I work only with

governme nr schools; wc train only

government school principals, Wc
don't work with the private school

network. Essentially, it happened in

2002* in post earthquake Kutch , I

was working in a block called Rapar,

which is in the middle of the desert

and had practically no roads. The
earthquake had happened during

school hours-scveral children had lost

their lives in school or knew some
child who bad . It was an extremely

traumatic situation. Now, ft5% of the

teachers in Kutch are actually from
outside of Kutch. So, as soon as the

earthquake happened, all ofthem got

themselves transferred back to other

places. Obviously. The road had been

destroyed, water was scarce and your

house had fallen.Who would stay? So

Unfortunately over the last 20

years or so, a lot of negative

press about t ha government

has resulted in a loss cf pride

in being a government school

teacher. They have lost the

enthusiasm to work. People

have berated them so much

that they have lost the soul to

teach.

everyone transferred themselves our.

So wc were starring up temporary

schools to get something going,

because if you wait for the

infrastructure to come and for people

to be transferred there, nothing &

going to happen.

In the middle of that I went to a small

village in Rapar. Our car gut stuck in

between and, in that one particular

village, 1 met this principal. The
common refrain in every school one

went to was
u
Yahan pe to kuch ho hi

nahin sakta. Baachon kc h&alat

deLillyc aap. Ych b aache toh neech

jari ki ham. Ych ladkiyon ko yah an pe

bhcjte hi nabi hain. Attendance ka

problem hain. Teachers kc

politicization ki problem hain.

Government Id admin time pe nahi

ante hain. Pagar k
i
problem hain."

(Nothing can work out here. Look at

the condition of the chidren. The

children belong to the Sower castes.

They never send the girk to the

school. There's a problem of

attendance. Ihercs the problem of

poli tkization of leache rs. The

government ad mini straiion is

unresponsive. Salaries are

problematic*)”

This principal however turned out

quite the opposite. On meeting us, he

had questions tor us:
01Why are you

here? Whar are you going to do?

How are you going to contribute to

the village?” Hu was a person from
outside ofKutch and post-earthquake

WW.MINDflaBS.IN
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had got himself transferred into

Kutch with Iris entire family! The

school he headed bad only $5

enrollments pre™ earth quake. Post

earthquake, it had 135 enrollments,

I fe had got UNICEF to contribute a

tent, got some community members
to consider school first priority for

resource allocation hy arguing like

tliisi^Aap ki ghat mein bijli zayada

zarurat hain Id baachon ki phadai ke

liye (Do your homes need electricity

more than it is needed for the

education of children?}”

So, the only electric connection in the

village was in the cent that was the

school. He gos children to come into

school and the teachers to he reach

because he created a fantastic

environment. I was amazed and when
1 asked him why he did whar he did,

lie said,"Government mujhe tankhwa

dete hain yah i kaam karnc ke liye,

isiiiye main kaarfa hu (Tlie

government gives me a salary to do
this work and that's why I do it)." It

was as simple as that!

1 remember blogging about it in 2002,

commenting that all we need is

7,00,000 idiots like him who are

willing to sit in the villages,
.

Interestingly, over rhe next rive years

we worked with TAM Ahxncdahad

and they observed asimilar pattern:

The leader of the school seemed to

make rhe difference* all else being

equal. The good thing about being a

government school principal is that,

as long as you are making sure all your

forms and filled and that you arc

sticking within the rules, no one really

bothers you. So the question was: can

this magic be recreated? There seemed
to be about 10% of unsfoppably self-

motivated people* and 10% who
cannot be started* who are really

cynical and negative. Rut tlie

challenge was whether the ft0% in

middle could be moved to being more

positive? Could we teach client the
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tools with which to start making an

impact? And that s the group we are

trying to work with.

Essentia I ly, the soul of the poor

government school teacher has been

completely vanquished in the last 20

wars; it has been obliterated by

continuous government-bashing. In

the \5Gs and
!

6fls* attending

government school was a matter of

pride. My father still speaks very

fondly of rhe school he went to.

Unfortunately over the last 20 years

or so, a lot of negative press about the

government has resulted in a loss of

pride in being a government school

teacher.Th ey have lost the enthusiasm

to work. People have berated them so

much that they have lost die soul to

teach. In terms of impact, that is what

we are trying to recreate.

One of the headmasters we spoke to

said, “Mein ne 18 saal se school mein

padhaya nahi ck bhi din* aab niujhe

kya karoge (I haven't taught a single

day in. 1 H years of being a teacher.

What will you do to me?).”The same

headmaster is now leading our

program. II is wife called us up and

said, “Aap ne men mister ko kya kar

diya? Pehele to voh si rf rajneeti ke

hare main baat karte the or passe ke

bare mein haar karte fhe r aaj kal voh

gharpe ate hain to puchtc hain *aap

kai si ho
1

? (What have you done to my
husband? Earlier he would only speak

politics or about money. Nowadays

w lies i he comes home lie asks ‘How’

ate you?
1

. T Unless one is ready to do

that in his own family, there is no

hope that lie is going to do that with

children. It is about bringing back

rhat soul into one and helping him

create a sense of meaning. Once he

recognizes fhar over the next fifteen

years he can actually change that

village, that he can educate a whole

generation! Once you help him sec

the beauty, you can't stop him

anymore. Recreating that meaning at

My friend calls it the paanwaila

method of testing,Jf people

keep questioning children in all

kinds of contexts, we create a

culture where all our learning

is not from inside the

classroom or inside a book.

cadi sthuolis what we attempt to do,

Anuradha; Hew many ScEmuls do you work

-VEC.fi already?

Aditya Naira j: We work with about

three hundred schools across Gujarat,

Rajasthan and Maharashtra,

Anuradha to Rukmwni B a n erj s: The summary

of the ASER report says quantity is on the use

and quality is m the dedina. However, the

report also states that when focused efforts

are made, learning levels improve. Can yau

share whot solutions you have m mind and

some examples on where the focus should lie

so that the desi red outcomes are delivered?

Rukmini Baneip: The AKER report is a

report that we (Pratham) bring out

every year for every district in the

country. It asks simple questions: "Do

you go io school?
1

’; "Can you read

very simple things*"; “Cun you do very

basic arithmetic subtraction, number

recognition* division problems?” The

report is published at cud of every

January Ko far, at the macro level
,

reports says that 95% of our children

are enrolled in school in the 6-14 Age

group. But consider simple

parameters. For example., if you ask

fifth standard children to read the

2nd standard level text in their own
language

,
only 50% of children can!

Thais kind of the finding in the

report though what goes on behind

the effort is the stuft" that people have

already mentioned. Much of India

does not follow the CBSE. As tax-

payers,we are all funders ofeducation

in India.

First, how well do we know our

children, as parents? In a study that

we did in jaunpur district in l JR wc
showed parents something to read or

some math to do and asked them,

“Kva aap ka baaeba veh kar sakta

hain? (Can you child do this?)”

Interestingly, at first most parents

said, Hum aapnc baachc ko tuition

dete hain, private schools cnein bhi

bhcjtc hain_ {Wc send our children

for tuitions and also admit them into

private schools.)* Everyone,

including parents, assume that doing

these makes them a better parent! But

when we looked at what the child

could do, wc found that parents,

educated and uneducated, did not

have a clear idea of the capability of

their children to perform a particular

task. They knew what class their

children were in or how many marks

they scored, but were very often

unable to say *1 lann hi 1 tail. Mera

baacha yeh division ka sawal kar sakta

hain. (Of course, my child can solve

this problem in division ,

T

So while

considering resources and structure

and process, the first thing isif you

dobr know your own children, if s

very hard for the teacher to know
your children better than you. Many
people, especially older ones in

government schools say, “Harnara

parents padhe hkhe nahi the (Our

parents were not educated.)
1

' But that

didn't mean that they were not

engaged in the education of their

children. Ko one ofthe efforts behind

ASER h to say that we, as a country,

need to get involved in the business

of learning .

Learning doesn’t only happen in the

classroom. As part of the ASER
effortwe ssk the children to do a few

things in the home and in the

community. My friend calls it the

paanwaila method of testing. It may

not qualify as a continuous

comprehensive evaluation but haar

jaghc pe agar log baachon ko kuch na

kuch sawal karte rahain toh (if people

keep questioning children In all kinds

of contexts), we create a culture where
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sill our learning h not from inside the

classroom or inside n booL So in this

year's A:\SER, we arc also unking

ivhiit we call "everyday calculation”.

J
jor example, we show die child i

calendar and say, "Here is a calendar.

Tofi calendar ke upur hum kuch sawal

poch rahein hain (So we are asking

you some questions about the

calendar,)”. Then showing the child

the month of" July, we ask, "flrd

August kon sa din hoga? (what day

would the 3rd of August be?)” You
cannot imagine how many people

have told me, "Teh toh course ke
bahar ka question hain (litis question

is outside the limits of the [academic]

course.}”. When we were piloting this,

1 was in east Delhi near

SPampurrailway station. A very low

Income area,we were doing it outside

some shops. And when explained

what we were doing, the tailor from a

shop close by said, "Wliy don't you

ask them questions jo hamate vahan

[lore hain.Yeh ladka iskc shirt ke live

kirn a kapda lagtega? Aur uska hhai

ussc dugriLi mota hain roh uske live

kitnu kapda lagega?(that are to do
vvirh this context. T .i ke how cloth

would it take to make a shirr for this

child? Or how much cloth for his

brother who is twice his size?)’*

So I one of rhe efforts behind what
we are JumgLs to make everyone

aware that this business of asking

questions and of looking tor answers

can he much more widespread. And
just because Fvc sent my child to

tuition and l get up in the morning to

make her tiffin d*>esn
T

r absolve me of

creating this learning environmem
around me.

Punjab is a good example of where
things have changed .There arc abonr

iourtee n thousan d govemme n t

primary schools in die stateAbout
two years ago the Punjab governme nr

decided that everybody should

acquire a basic level of learning, of
reading and doing math. Grade level

is much higher and of" course you
Eieed to strive to gel dlcrc + but "no

child to be left behind*, Pratham

paimercd the Punjab government in

this effort. I went there towards the

end of that school year, and the besi

thing was that in school after school

that we went to, kids would jump up

and say
LH

Mujhe pudio (Ask me!)*,

I he teachers were a little bit more
cautious and skeptical but the

children were completely befikar

(without worries) and wan led to be

asked questions, lltere were kids who
would say

P
“Koi bhi saw a! puch ke

dekko, mujhe tiahi asita voh meri

friend ko aata hain (Ask me an\

question and see. If 1 dorft know the

answer, my friend will know.)"- That

is a rare and beautiful kind of

confidence

.

Now if you look at the data, Punjab

showed a very high 30-40% point

improvement at a very basic level.

They had not revolutionized their

system and got everybody upto grade
level. But the system was aligned,

there was a good team in place and

there was effective leadership. You
have to have everybody aligned on the

result you desire; we all want many
things hut if everybody wants

different things, ii s very hard to

achieve a result. We FtccJ some
common vocabulary ofwhatwe want.

Moreover, the Punjab government
did one fundamental thing which J

consider revolutionary According to

me, the last innovation in education

was creating an age -grade class

(standard l
h 2, 3, 4. 5 and you have

kids of certain ages in these classes).

In explicable while this made sense in

1.7th or 18th centuries, during the

industrial revolution when h wax
needed* it doesn't in the Indian

government school context today.

Here, there are children in the fifth

standard who are at younger grade
levels of competency.The teacher has

an incredible task apart from the

“walkers*
1

and "talkers", and the

movers and tile shakers, there are also

children ws ho nre at a different level

cognitively. And they are all of

different ages. If you look si states like

UP there arc children in first standard

'school of
1

TOMORROW
T1,; it-fQ Cmhin'i anm Nuii (' E-.|i|ii Elmlin

^SPECIAL FEATURE
j

who are Hi There are also under-age

children because pare?us think that

laid i sc pad fu it- ko bhejdo toh zyada

shiksha ho jaigi (if we send them to

school earlier then ificy will gam
more education. ). Of course, if you

entered school or first standard ai

lour, you are not doing anybody a

service.

Ib address this, rhe Punjab

government was able to reorganize

the classes for two hours a into

M eh els, The children were grouped

together in Mehcfs on rhe basis of

their ability.A child was not tied into

the me he! but could move to the next

one as soon as an ability was acquired.

For rhe rest of the school Jay the

child returned to their own sort of

grade level. To achieve this

reorganizing of time to meet rhe

needs of rhe children in 1 4,000

government-mn schools where the

teachers are used to certain practices,

is an incredible revolution.

,

It a government school system can

being about these changes there is

much hope. But m be so aligned, you

need to know what you want to do;

you need to focus all vour energy and

make optimum use of your structures

and resources.

.
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The classic Maya and the Yucatan, the Easter Islanders, the Anasazi, Fertile Crescent society,

Angor Wat, Great Zimbabwe are some of the societies that have collapsed due to underlying

environmental problems

File Picture: The mins of Angkor Wat
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)
Ideas worth
spreading

COLLAPSE
Why do societies fail? With lessons from [fie Norse of Iron Age Greenland, deforested

Easter Island and present-day Montana, Jared Diamond talks about the signs that

collapse is near, and how -
-.f we see it in time - we can prevent it.

I
think all of us have been

interested in, tit one time or

anotlTer* in the romantic

mysteries of all those societies

that collapsed* such as rhe classic

Maya and the Yucatan, the Easter

Islanders* the Anasazi, Fertile

C re scei \ i society
h
Ango i Wa t T G rea I

Zimbabwe and so on. And within

the last decade or two*

archaeologists have shown us that

there were environmental problems

underlying many of these past

collapses. Rut there were also

plenty of places hi the world where

societies have been developing for

thousands of years without any sign

oi ii major collapse, such as Japan,

Java, Tonga and Tikopca. So

evidently societies in some areas

are more fragile than in other areas.

i
Tfie problem is obviously

I
one relevant to our

i
situation today, because

|

today as well there

3 aresome societies that

i have already collapsed,

such as Somalia and

j
Rwanda and the former

i
Yugoslavia. There are

i

also societies today that
i

may be close to collapse,

such as Nepal, Indonesia

and Columbia.

How can we understand what

makes some societies more fragile

than other societies? The problem

is obviously one relevant to our

situation today,. because today as

well there are some societies that

have already collapsed* such as

Somalia and Rwanda and the

former Yugoslavia. There are also

societies today that may be close to

collapse
„
such as Nepal, Indonesia

and Columbia,

What about ourselves? What is

there that we can learn from the

past that would help us avoid

declining or collapsing in the way

that so many past societies have?

Obviously the answer ro this

question is not going to be i single

factor, li anyone tells you That there

is a single- factor explanation for

soilmmt issue u
\

li hmdfieikgs
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societal collapses* you know right

away that they're idiots. This is a

complex subject, Bur how can we

make sense out of the complexities

of this subject? In analyzing societal

collapses, IVe arrived at a five -point

framework: a checklist of things that

T go through and try to understand

eoU apses. And I'll illustrate that

five -point framework by the

extinction of the Greenland Norse

society. This is a European society

with literate records* so we know a

good deal about the people and rheir

motivation. In AD 9$4 Vikings

went out to Greenland, settled

Greenland and around 1450 they

died out - the society collapsed* and

every one ofthem ended up dead.

Why did they all end up dead?

Well, in my five-point framework*

the first item on the framework is

to Look for human impacts on the

environment: people inadvertently

destroying rhe resource base on

which they depend. And in the case

of the Viking Norse, the Vikings

inadvertently caused soil erosion

and deforestation, which was a

particular problem for them

because they required foiescs to

make charcoal* to make iron. So

they ended up an Iron Age

Europeai] society virtually unable

to make their own iron.

A second item ud mv checklist is
i*

climate change. Climate can get

warmer or colder or dryer or wetter.

In the case of the Vikings in

Greenland, the climate got colder

in the late 1300s, and especially in

the 1400s, But a cold climate isn't

necessarily fatal* because the

Tnuir—the Eskimos inhabiting

Greenland at the same time did

better rather than worse with cold

climates. So why didn't the

Greenland Norse as well?

TO MIHDRELDS I5&lt ll
\
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|

In AD 984 Vikings went
;

i i

i

out to Greenland, settled
|

1
Greenland and around

i i

[ 1450 they died out -the
i

i i

; society collapsed, and i

r r

j

every one of them ended
j

i up dead.
i i

L I

The third thing on my checklist is

relations with neighboring friendly

societies that may prop up a society.

And if that friendly support is

pulled away that may make a

society more likely to collapse, in

the case of the Greenland Norse

they had trade with rhe mother

country, with Norway, and that

trade dwindled partly because

Norway got weaker* partly because

of sea ice between Greenland and

Norway.

The fourth item on my checklist is,

relations with hostile societies. In

the case of Norse Greenland, tile

hos tiles were the limit* the Eskimos

sharing Greenland with whom the

Norse got off to had relationships.

And wre know that the Inuit killed

Nurse, and* probably of greater

importance* may have blocked

access to the outer fjords on which

the Norse depended for seals at a

critical time of the year.

And then finally* the fifth kern on

my checklist is the political*

economic, social and cultural

factors in the society that make it

more or less likely that the society

will perceive and solve its

environmental problems. In the

case of the Greenland Norse,

cultural factors that made it

difficult for them to solve their

problems were their commitments

to a Christian society investing

heavily in cathedrals, their being a

competitive-ranked chiefly society

and their scorn for the Inuit* from

whom they refused to learn. So

that's how the five -part framework

is relevant to the collapse and

eventual extinction of the

Greenland Norse.

What about a society today? For

the past five years* I've been taking

mv wife and kids to Southwestern
J

Montana, where 1 worked as a

teenager on the hay harvest. And
Montana at first sight seems like

the most pristine environment in

che United States. But scratch the

surface, and Montana suffers from

serious problems. Going through

the same checklist: human

environmental impacts. Yes* acute

in Montana. Toxic problems from

mine wastehave caused damage of

billions of dollars,Problems from

weeds, weed control* caused

Montana nearly 200 million dollars

a year, Montana's lost agricultural

areas from salinization* problems of

forest management, problems of

forest fires. Second item cm my

checklist: climate change. Yes -- the

climate in Montana is getting

warmer and drier* hut Montana

agriculture depends especially on

irrigation from the snow pack, and

as the snow is melting, for example,,

as the glaciers in Glacier National

Park are disappearing, that's bad

news for Montana irrigation

agriculture.

Third thing on my checklist:

relations with friendlies that can

sustain the society. In Montana

today* more than half of the income

of Montana is not earned within

Montana* but if s derived from out

of state: transfer payments from

WWW.HIK.ORFI 05- IN



social security, investments and so

on„ which makes Montana
vulnerable to the rest of the United

States

Fourth: relations with hosriles,

Montanans have the same

problems as do all Americans in

being sensitive to problems created

by host iles overseas* affecting our

oil supplies, and terrorist attacks.

And final fyT last item on my
checklist: question of how political*

economic, social, cultural attitudes

play into tins. Montanans have

long held values which today seem

to be getting in the way of their

solving their own problems. Long-

held devotion to logging and to

mines and to agriculture, and to no

government regulation. Values that

worked well in the past, but they

don't seem to be working well

today.

So, I' its looking ar these issues of

collapses for a lot of past societies

and for many present societies.Are

there any general conclusions that

arise? In a way, fust like Tolstoy's

statement about every unhappy

m a rr i age be ing d i fferent
.,

eve ry

collapsed or endangered society' is

different- they all have different

details. But nevertheless, there ate

certaincommon threads that

emerge from these comparisons of

past societies that did or did not

collapse and threatened societies

today. One interesting common
thread has to do with, in mauv
cases, the rapidity oi collapse atret a

society reaches if* peak. There are

many societies that don't wind

down gradually, but they build up,

get richer and more powerful* and

then within a short rime, within a

few decades after their peak, they

collapse. For example, the classic

lowland Maya of the Yucatan began

WiWEflKDRELBS.IN

i
The classic lowland Maya

i
of the Yucatan began to

: collapse in the early

j

800 s, literally a few

j

decades after the Maya

j

were building their
i

|

biggest monuments, and
i

\
Maya population was

i

|

greatest...the collapse of
ii

the Soviet Union took
j

j
place within a couple of

i

|
decades, maybe within a

i

:
decade, of the time when

!
the Soviet Union was at

n

i its greatest power.

to collapse in the early SOOs^

literally a few decades after the

Maya were building their biggest

monuments, and Mays population

was greatest.

Or again* the collapse of the Soviet

Un ion look place within a couple of

decades, maybe within a decade
^
of

the lime when the Soviet Union
was at its greatest power An
analogue would be the growth of

bacteria in a petri dish. These rapid

collapses are especially likely where

there’s a mismatch between

available resources and resource

consumption, or a mismatch

between economic outlays and

economic potential. In a petri dish,

bacteria grow. Say they double

every generation, and five

generations before the end the petri

dish is 1.5/1 bills empty, and rhen

fhe next generation's 3/4 ths empty

and the next gene rat ion hall' empty.

Within one generation after the

pcfd dish still being half empty, iris

full. There's no more Food and the

bacteria have collapsed. So. this is a

frequent theme that societies

collapse very soon after reaching

their peak sn power.

What it means to put it

mathematically is rhat if you're

concerned about a society today*

you should be looking nor at the

value of die mathematical function,

the we 3 1 til itself, but you should be

looking at the first derivative and

the second derivatives of the

function. That's one general theme.

A second general theme is that

there arc many,, often subtle

environmental factors that make

some societies more fragile than

others, and many of those

factorsane not well understood. For

example* why Is it that in the

Pacific* of those hundreds of Pacific

islands, why did Easter Island cud

up as the most devastating case of

com p lete d elutes tatson?

It turns our rhat there were about

nine d iffere nr errvironm c n ral

factors, some rather subtle ones,

that were working against the

Easter Islanders, and thev involve

tall out of volcanic icphra, latitude,

rainfall. Perhaps the most subtle of

them is that it turns out that a

major input of nutrients which

protects island environments in the

Pacific is from the fallout of

continental dust from central

Asia. Easter, of all Pacific islands,

has the least input of dust from

Asia restoring the fertility of its

soils. But that's a factor that wre

didn't even appreciate until 1999.

So, some societies, for suhrle

environmental reasons* are more

fragile than others. And then
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finally, another generalization.

Because I'm now teaching a course

at UCLA, to UCLA
undergraduate^ on these collapses

of societies. What really bugs my

UCLA undergraduates students is,

how on earth did these societies not

see what they were doing? How
could the Easter Islanders have

deforested their environment?

What did they say when they were

cutting down the last palm tree?

Didn't rhev see what they were

doing? How could societies not

perceive their impacts on the

environments and stop in time?

And I would expect that if our

human civilization carries on, then

maybe in the next century, people

will he asking why on earth did

these people today in the year 2003

nut sec the obvious Things that they

were doing and take corrective

action? If seems incredible in the

past. In the future it'll seem

incredible what we are doing today

And so Fve been trying to develop

a hierarchical set of considerations

about why societies fail to solve

their problems. Why thuy fail to

perceive the problems., or if they

perceive them, why they fail to

tackle them? Or, if rhey fail to

tackle them T why do they fail to

succeed in solving them?

Ill just mention. two

generalizations in this area. One
blueprint for trouble, making

collapse likely, is where there is a

conflict of interest between the

short-term interest of the decision-

making elites and the long-term

interest of the society as a whole,

especially if the elites are able to

insulate themselves from the

consequences of their actions.

Where what's good in the short run

for the elite is had for the society as

|

One blueprint for IroubEe,

j

making collapse likely, is

! where there is a conflict
i

j
of interest between the

|
short-term interest of the

|
decision-making elites

i and the long-term

i interest of the society as

I a whole, especially if the

|

elites are able to insulate

i themselves from the

consequences of their
j

» actions.

a whole, there's a real risk of the

elite doing things that would bring

the society down in the long run.

For example, among rhe Greenland

Norse-a competitive -rank society

-what the chiefs really wanted is

more followers and more sheep and

more resources to on tenm pete the

neighboring chiefs. And that led

the chiefs to do what's called

flogging the land: overstocking the

kind, forcing tenant farmers into

dependency. And that made the

chiefs powerful in the short run,

but led co the society's collapse in

the long run.

Those same Issues of conflicts of

interest are acute in the United

States today. Especially because the

decision makers in the United

States are frequently able to

insulate themselves from

consequences by living in gated

compounds, by drinking bottled

water and so on. And within the

last couple of years
K

it's been

obvious that the elite in the

business world correctly perceive

that thev can advance their short-

term interest by doing things that

are good for them but bad for

society as a whole* such as draining

a few billion dollars out of Enron

and other businesses. They are

quite correct that these things arc

good for them in the short term,

although bad for society in the long

term. So, that
r

s one general

conclusion about why societies

make bad decisions: conflicts of

interest.

And the other generalization that 1

want to mention is that it’s

particularly hard for a society to

make,quote, good decisions when

there is a conflict involving

strongly-held values that are good

in many circumstances but are poor

in other circumstances. For

example, the Greenland Norse* in

this difficult environment, were

held together for four-and -a- half

centuries by their shared

commitment to religion and by

their strong social cohesion. But

those two things-commitme n t to

religion and strong social

cohesion-also made it difficult for

them to change -at the end and to

learn from the Ifluitr Or today

Australia.

One of the things that enabled

Australia to survive in this remote

outpost of European civilization for

250 years has been their British

identity. But today their

commitment to a British Identity is

serving Australians poorly in their

need to adapt to their situation in

Asia. So it's particularly difficult to

change course when then the things

that get you in trouble are the

things that are also the source of

your strength.
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What's going to be the outcome

today? Well, all of us know the

dozen sorts of ticking time bombs
going on in the modern world.

Time bombs that have lilies of a

tew decades to-all of them, not

more than 50 years* and any one of

which can do us in. The time

bombs of water, of soil, of climate

change, invasive species, the

ph otci sy n r he r i c ce iling, popu 3 a t i on

problems, toxics, et cetera, ct

cetera -list about 12 of them* And
while these time bombs-none of

them has a fuse beyond 50 years,

and most of them have fuses of a

few decades-some of them in some-

places have much shorter fuses.

At the rate at which weTc going

now, the Philippines will lose all its

accessible loggahlc forest within

live years. And die Solomon Islands

are only one year away from losing

their luggable forest, which h their

major export. And that's going to

be spectacular for the economy of

rhe Solomons.

People often ask me, Jared, what’s

the most important thing that we

need to do about tire world's

environmental problems? And my
answer is, die most important thing

we need to do is to forget about

rhe re being any single thing that is

the most important thing we need

to do. Instead there arc a dozen

things, any one of which could do

as in. And we've got to gel ihein all

right, because if we solve I 1 , we fail

to solve rhe 12th, we're in trouble.

For example, if we solve out

problems of water and soil and

population, but don't solve our

problems of toxics, then we are in

trouble.

The fact is that our present course

h a non -sustain able course, which

The big problems facing the

world today are not at all

things beyond our control.

Our biggest threat is not an

asteroid about to crash into

us, something we can do

nothing about. Instead, all

the major threats facing us

today are problems entirety

of our own making, Anri

since we made the

problems, we can also

solve the problems.

means by defnmiun that it can not

be maintained. And the outcome is

going co get re solved within a few

decades. That means that I hose of

us in this room who are less than 50

or 60 years old will sec how these

paradoxes are resolved,, and those of

us who are over the age of 60 may

not see rhe resolution, hut our

children and grandchildren

certainly will.

I he resolution is going to achieve

either of two forms: either we will

resolve these non-sustainnble lime

fuses In pleasam ways of our own
choice by taking remedial action, nr

else [lie sc conflicts are going to get

settled in unpleasant wavs not ol

our choir e namely, by war, disease

or starvation. Rut what's lor sure is

that our non -sustainable course will

get resolved ill one way or another

in a few deeades. In other words,

since the theme of this session is

choices, we have a choice. Does that

mean that we should get

pessimistic and overwhelmed? T

draw- the reverse conclusion.

The big problems facing the world

today are not at all things beyond

our control. Our biggest threat is

not an asteroid about fo crash into

us. something we can do nothing

about. Instead* all the major threats

facing us today are problems

entirely of our own making. And
since we made the problems, we can

also solve the problems.

That then means that it's entirely

in our power to deal with these

problems. In particular, what can all

of us do? For those of you who are

interested in these choices, there

are lots of things you can do.

There's a lot that we don't

understand, and rhal we need to

understand. And there's a lot that

wc already do understand, but

aren't doing,, and that we need to be

doing.
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A WONDERFULLY BOOKISH EXPERIENCE
Aravinda A just can't slop gushing over Jumpslart: Join the dots 2010, the

two-day conference on children's literature held at the capital city.

lest Argyll- la h "“jr
' d never a lie tided a conference belbre but an invitation to

Photos: Anusha tartav 1 one on children's books was a. very attractive proposition.

Two days of authors,, lllinnriitors, publishers, librarians, ail

- talking about books.»twn whole- days! Couldn't pass that one

up now, could I?

That's how 1 found myself in Delhi on j rainy and incredibly

humid morning. The Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts

was the vemie and I walked in to see the super efficient German
Book Office team getting everything yet for the opening session.

[ stared wide-eyed as people walked in; I saw authors whose books

J had read, editors looking their formidable staves, enthusiastic

librarians and teachers, aspiring writers, some school

principals,, r all bustling about.

The opening session began almost on time with the editor of

Young Zubaan (and woman behind events like Jumpstart and
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I to R
: Anita Roy, Tain Alter and Nina SehgaE

R00karoo) Anita Roy speaking to

actor and now writer, Tom Alter,

actor Suslnna Seth and

educationist Nina Hehg.il on their

lake on children s books,

OnLe thar was over and done with,

the programme opened out, Dav 1

h;id seven sessions:

The Art of Children’s Books, The
Library: A Child's First Step

towards L ifel ong J .earn i ng.

Translating Children's Literature,

Bring Books Alive: Improving your

Storytelling Skills, Cross-over

Fiction: Myth or Reality?, The
Rights Stuff, Celebrating Bonks:

Festivals, Awards, Book fairs and

Book Initiatives.

It was tough to choose the sessions

one wanted to attend for at any-

given time slot, there were two

sessions running parallel, in all

there were 60 Speakers from 9

countries ineluding India,

Germany, Abu Dhabi, America,

France, Norway, Singapore,

Switzerland and the UK. Everyone

seemed to bring solid experience

and passion that crackled through.

My first choice was made, since I

was speaking at the session, on

libraries. And what a fantastic

panel of speakers! There was

Arvind Kumar, former head of

NB1 and Scholastic India, now

part-time hill dweller and publisher

oi children's books, Ramesh Caur,

librarian at the IGNCA, Ute

1 1 achmann, librarian par excellence

from the Brilon Public Library in

Germany. The session was

moderated by Artya Zaidi of Patna

Sagar
a
so friendly and warm. It was

heartening to hear rhe various

In ali there were 60

speakers from 9

i

countries including India,

Germany, Abu Dhabi,

America, France,

Norway, Singapore,

Switzerland and the UK.

initiatives that people were doing*

whether it is the community library

in Uttirkhand that Arvind Kumar
and his wife Amndhati run, or the

extreme!) fun Initiatives that the

public library system in Germany
offer kids and parents. More
heartening was to have the

audience come over after the

session to talk about challenges

they face as teachers and librarians.

Post lunch, I picked the session on

storytelling, having a fondness for

this medium. T gut to hear three

fantastic performers - Danish

Hussain, dastango, Neel Chuadhrj
t

actor., and my favourite, Paro

An and. writer of talcs and teller of
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EVENTS

What Jumpstart did very

well, in my opinion, was

bring together everyone

interested and working

with children s literature

and share ideas and

thoughts

stories. Storytelling is not an easy

:irt and here r h er«. were casting spells

with }usr their voice and body - ir’s

always magical to come in Hie

presence of a great storyteller and

here were ihree!

Each so&ion ran tor an hour with 3
-

5 speakers, 1oliowed by QjScA. I Line

seemed to just fly by and people were

cagefiveate hing up hetween scssion s

,

and over Lunch and Loffec.

Para Anand, writer and sto-ryt &Uer par eKceLlence

In the course of my wanderings

through the halls, I humped into

sonic vc rv interesting people doing

some very interesting work. To name

a few, there was Dee pa k Dalai who
wriies the Vikram Adilya series of

books. 1 like that his books Lie-iu the

Indian terrain whether irk Ladakh in

his Ladakh Adventure, or the western

glints in the Sabayadri Adventure, or

the tigers in the RanthamWe
Adventure,- or the beautiful snow

leopard in tlic Snow Leopard

Adventure... hi* hooks take ur to

places in the country that arc

beautiful and under crisis. There was

Co pi, from the CRPF who bad

written a whole bunch of poems and

w :.i.-i looking for it publisher, A

r

li iili

Raghbeei whose books on Aj-i

( Looking at Art series,
1

Tulika Books)

are probably the best known art books

for Lids in India, Lent Ask, writer

and illustrator from Norway whose

books incidentally have been

translated into Hindi by Arvind &
Arundhati (AciA Book I rust). 1

managed to read a tew pages ot her

comic. Hitler, Jesus and thu

Grandfather that had been translated

into English, It's the story ot a girl

who goes to Germany In search of her

grandlathcr and doesn’t know what to

expect. Loved the humour!

1 o add to the general bonhomie were

book displays, a graffiti board, book

donation boxes tor the UNICEF,

spaces where colourful post-its

allowed people to name their

favourite books... all creating a

wonderful lv bookish atmosphere.

Ehc second days sessions were

Getting Organized: The Power of
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Association, Tricky Issues. New
Technology: Friend or Foe?, Cornier

and Graphic Novels, Marketing

Children’s Books.

Some of the speakers were Eklavyas

fultu] Biswas who spoke about their

otwest project - a Centre for

Childrens Literature, Gautam John

of Pratbam Books, illustrators and

graphic arris rs, George Mathen,

Sanvat 1 1 Biincrjce and Karan Vir

Aiwa of Vimanika Comics, and

Savon i Basis. Publishing Director of

Scholastic India.

One of the highlight? was a session

for illustrators where the young and

aspiring got to show their portfolios,

network wadi others in the field anti

get feedbacks? 1 saw loads ofyoung

At cists with their sketchbooks and it

was good to know there was a forum

for them co gel expert feedback.

What Jumpstar t did very well, in my
opinion, was bring together everyone

interested and working with children’s

lire rat ure to share ideas and thoughts.

We arc still in the very early stages as

far as childrens literature goes and

sessions like Jumpstart will propel this

growth in the right direction.

Personally tor me, it was reaffirming

speak of the work we do at

Hippocampus and hear so much

positive feedback from others.

Likewise, 1 loved being able to go up

to an author and tell him or her how
much kids at my library enjoved their

hooks.

The two-day session ended with a

marvellous performance called Pecha

Kucha by the Tadpole Repertory,

Seven young people aged 8-17

presented a selection of short

readings, playful verse and curious

tide s ,
a fi rr ing es td to a cclebra f ion of

children? literature.

Each session ran for an Hour wrUi U-$ spiers, followed by Q & A

and te b&an
|

Hipponrimpus., Bangaluit since

i(i intflptinn ui 2003. Site lias

wfirton tm books lor cMIckvm

on TitH?tfl-ri life In ftiNe,

*o irifi-w i n*i 1 1 n I lum Haul
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BOOKS

RECOMMENDEDREA 1|

Tejrt AravinriaA

HIPPOCAMPUS

AT
MIDMIGHT

MURDER AT MIDNIGHT
Avi

Sd^obstic Press

Avi i> an Hull i or who
comes highly

recommended in my
library, A prolific writer,

its hard to mist; bis

books especially when so

many of them have done

so well, like the Poppy

series set in Dimwood
IWest, rive Crispin books

(the last of which was

released in 2010), among
others.

1 picked up Murder at Miduighl

because ot a recent preference lot

thrillers and murder mysteries. And
the book does not disappoint. If

youVe read Avis Midnight Magic,

the characters will be familiar.

Although written a decade after, this

book is a preqnel to Midnight Magic,

which 1 cannot write about since 1

I hi VLii'd ii:.| 4.1 1

1

>i!l.

Murder at Midnight is set in a

fictional Italian kingdom of

Pcrgamontio, Its dark and

mm ini seen r ot Dickensian London.

Add to ii i he young protagonist

Fahrizio and you enter a whole other

world. Fabriziu works for die

mugieian Mangus and his wife

although Mangus insists he has no

use tor him. Orphaned and unwilling

to return to life on the streets,

Fahrizio must make his use in! ness

apparent if be- can combine EO live in

Mangus
1

house. Soon he has the

opportunity to prove his worth when

Mangus is charged with conspiracy

to overthrow King C. Iaudio. Young

Fahrizio finds himself unextricably

linked in this web of suspense.

Fahrizio sometimes seems

infuriatingly naive and I can sec why

Mangos IS impatient with him. And
yet he suddenly surprises you with his

gems of wisdom - MWhen liars arc

found, truth is hidden
11

or “If you have

to choose between your friends or

enemies, better to know
vour f riends '.

Anyway trouble persists

in Pergamontio and

Prince CosimoT the heir to

[be throne. Magistrate!

DeLa Rina and Count

Scrazoni are the prime

suspects, it seems.

Fahrizio and Mangus arc

under arrest and not only

does Fahrizio have to

escape execution but he

must also have the truth revealed and

Mangos released. Talk about making

himself useful!

I'd recommend this book to anyone

who enjoys unrsveiling a mystery and

solving a tight knot oi a problem.

And once you are. done with il n go

pick Lip Midnight Magic a> I just did,

RANTHAMBORE ADVENTURE
Mat

Tanm Publishing

I
fyou are worried about

the tiger crisis and

wish to initiate some
discussions with your

students, I'd recommend

Ranthambore Adventure,

the only one of its kind 1

have seen coming from

India. Deepak DaM, the

man who writes about

RANTHAMBORE

"is*i m
iBP

the Indian terrain ill his Vileram

Aditya stories is doing a fantastic

Job ot telling some very important

stories to young readers,

I am vet to catch up on his other

books — Snow Leopard Adventure,

Andaman Adventure, Lakshwadccp

Adveiu ute F S n 1 1 ayad ri A dven mre,

etc. But I absolutely loved the

Ra n ! h a mi n ? rc Advc n tu re hec au.se

it's a good book on [he beautiful

animal that i.s fighting to remain on

Earth.

Vikram Singh and Aditya Khan are

two young boys, intelligent, sensitive

,md adept ar solving mysteries. In

th i s book , Ad i ty a 11 ti ds h im se I

f

going after a known tiger poacher,

Shankar Chand. Call it bravado or

foolishness* he sets out atter the

poacher and manages ro get bold of

Shankar C hand's diary. Vikrani

meanwhile is in Ranthambore,

waiting for his friend to join him.

Little docs he realise that Aditya

will land in Ranthamhore with

Shankar Chand s men at lus heels.

While Vikrani and Adilya fighi off

the poachers and try to reach proof

ot their involvement to the wildlife

officials, the book tells us another

story. The story of the tiger cubs

Genghis and Pad mini, It begins

with their birth-Genghis soon

occupies an important place in the

sequence of events, Dalai

fm. managed to create a

great bond of empathy

and one worries for

Genghis, We shadow

him through the book,,

through his first kill, his

striking out on his owru

his pain,.. Genghis's

%hr for survival in a

poacher-ridden world is

consumed wish a seuse of
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urgency, And urgent it Is, with the

dwindling numbers of" tigers.

Thi s sense of urgency is transfeired

to the chase between Vi kram and

Aditya and the poachers and it

becomes apparent why the poachers

must be contained without delay,

The stories of Genghis and Vikram

and Adilya intersect when Genghis
1

life is in danger* and the boy ^ are at

their wits' end.

While this book has a happy ending,

it also sends an important message

out* that in reality, the tigers are not

sate. I he time for their extinction

does loom over our heads and it is

fit HI perhaps possible to delay the

inevitable,

SEVEN YEARS IN TIBET

i-teim'co Horref

Hnipei Coiims

I
happen to be

doing a little

research on Tibet

and this is one of

the recommended

books on the earh

20th century

history of the

country. Reading it,

1 can see why it still

ranks as a great

read. Travelogues

are interesting

especially in that they offer an

outsider's perspective to a culture

and people. But Seven Years in

I’ihct does something else for this

genre.

I Jrinrich Harrert Austrian

mountaineer, was in the Himalayas

with hi-s team ol mountaineers,

completing their expedition when
the- Second World War broke out

Finding themselves in British India,

it was only days before they became

prisoners of war, He made a few

attempts t<i escape ft rial 11 s ucceeding

to reach Tibet ill 1945 along with his

compatrior Peter Aulsthnaiter.

In all* Harrer and Aufscbnaitcr

spent 7 years in Tibet, As it turned

out these were die most significant

years in Tibet's recent history.

Harrer talks about his love for the

mountains, entering the mysterious

land ofTibet and trying to find his

place there. So while he begins

speaking of it as an outsider* we also

see how hc
?

s trying to make it his

home. Along the way, it ceases to be

a mere travelogue and becomes the

story ol liis adapting to a new
culture. Neither 1 1 arret nor

Aiifschnaitcr spent their time idling

in Tibet; they were remarkably

industrious and sought work that

would pul their skills in engineering,

gardening* translating, map making

to use. Eventually Harter would

become the young Dalai Lamas
tutor and friend.

Tor teachers, this is a great book to

introduce your wards to a new

country Td recommend i[ for anv

history or geography lesson. Seven

Years in Tibet has been made into a

successful film in which Brad Pitt

portrays 1 farrer Watch it hut only

after you've read the book first.

What m ake fi ior i ntene sti n

g

reading is the readiness with

tuhich Harrer learns about the

culture. He's also objective

about what worked in the

Tibet uf that period and what

d id i ft, w ithnu r condescei ision

.

His love tor Tibet and

I i be tans grows steadily

through the pages and it

reaches a poignant moment
when the time for Jus return

comes suddenly wirh the Chinese

invasion uf the country he has? made
his second home.

Uurlffv
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.

T ie Scrapes We H\

:

Rofikie Head About

2- The Biree fts; Reuse, Reduce, Kettle (Let's

Learn About) (5-?}

3. Yaklt^^k&ften^Serilw)

4 . Runny Ejnfrit: A Giliy SdOk by Shel Silv^lein

McSrily has a Rpji% Gdg$ Day by

Gary ^dulsen (7-9)

Vy Book of Tfeus by Minuet Handa {7-9)

Mudpwldte fsnn: AJ.ei Invasion i?y Michel

(7-9)

Wa, tiB chiWren India Preamble tom
owislfUHLiDn tt/ LelJg Seiti i'8- 12>

Hon to ba a by Dussida Cweil (8-121

. totfait Culture for by Sbgbiig Ptmjamm-

. The Magir liiiofty Safari Pfineas (9 12)
• .•

• -i

. Tbfr Atlantic Cornell (Arfeamfs fcwl] (9'

)

.

!=* Red fynsmief (The Xo-ie fjnmifites) ^
fllcti Rlordan{I2^i

Hinoc Cups of T*a r Lh& young readers

by Greg Mortensofl (12^)

Mufd^r at Midri^ by Awl (1^)

The lidhAV Cede (SJ.O.R.M) by ELVaiij^

(12+ )

RriDibn-nbore Adven i j re by Deepok Dgisi

{m
\W Brother (Ctirtildes of Anrieirt

by Mkiislte Paver (12+)

^n fears in Tibet by Hoinnch Harre* (ku

leaders)-

ThftfE Oips- nffon Lft.Greg Mbrters&iT ffor
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END

NOTE

INTERVIEW: DAVID PERKINS

Luke Haakip interviews Dr. Perkins, Senior Fecuity at Harvard Scriooi of Education

and founding member of the Harvard Project Zero

Tall 8tet your journey into the education w«id and die factors

tM prompted you to take ibis path. Your personal hemes...

I did my doctoral work in the iirao of malhemarics and artificial

inuailiyericQ al MFT. Along the way, I got interested in human

cognition, wiiidi is very relevant to research in artificial

intelligence, I sal in on a course at MIT rang hi by a cognitive

scientist nftfliod Poul Kolets We liked one another arid ! became

A research assistant for him and we wrote a couple of articles

together. A few momhs later. Nelson Goodman, a philosopher at

Harvard, furrnud Project Zero a basic research initiate in

cognition* the arts, and education jyears later il broadened out

well beyond the artsl. Nelson Goodman knew Pay I Kolers and

asked him to participate in u small way in the effort and to

recommend some students. Besides mathematics and science, I

was very interested in die ar ts Paul recommended me. I began to

participate on die side as I wus compleiing rny dissertation, got

involved, and went to work at Project Zero alter taking rny degree

A couple 0
1

years later, I and rny longtime colleague Howard

Gardner inherited Project Zeru from Nelsan Goodman end gradually expanded it

inio a much larger a-nd mare comprehensive research and development initiative.

Paul fi as always ken une ut my heroes. He was a wonderful seacher and a fine

researcher, asking fundamental questions about the way die mind walked. He

was also a great wit. Sadly, he passed away prematurely a number ul years ap.

Another hero, from my high school education, was a mathematics teacher by the

name of Theodore Emory, who encouraged ihaiknmieail inquiry aand allowed me

and anothai class member rn pursue porsunel inwr&sts in mathematics beyond

what the rest nf ik nlas& was doing.

How did your own schooling experience hone your personal educational

philosophy?

Hint's a good question and the answer is surprising: hardly at all! I didn't become

seriously mvtjtod m education as a discipline until I had almost completed my

doctoral degree. Then I began to ihink back ami select figures like Theodora

Emory and Paul Knlers, who seemed to m is have fnsrarer! learning in an

especially effective way.

What makes a pod readier?

It's not "one sire lire all

H

Got perhaps the mas* general characteristic rs this: A

good teacher fosiers teamfriq. Thu mission of a good teacher is more than just

giving a good lecture nr tvHering informs live feedback or even inspiring, It's more

holistic. It involves supporting and encouraging she learning process,' and ifmi

often involves interactions that go well beyond teaching in iis narrowest sense. .

Fur irtSTflnea, futtering learning can include, at strategic moments, doing noihing,

leaving learners alone rn find tkir own way lor a while.

What is indispensable to creating e great physical environment :n the

classronm/schnnl?

"Indispensable" is a strong word. Years ago, when I was doing some educational

wort in South Africa, I saw black children being taught in a shipping container

ihat had heen given to a powcommunny hy a shipping company

This was quire common. Crinsn noting school buildings was

expensive, and large shipping container could makem "instant

classroom.
11

There were only a lew rexihooks and no furniture:

the children were sitting on the floor. However, They seemed

engaged in the learning process. In other words, "inefispnrrsahle"

ts relative - compared to what?

That said, my general leaning is to look for flexible learning

spaces, where chairs and desks can be arranged m small groups

parr of the Time: and in look for learning spaces where charts,

diagrams, and other elements, some tif them const meted by

students, can remain on the wall lor periods oi imie and get

added to, representing a trajectory of learning. Such simple

matters can nrake a considerable difference inm richness of the

learning environment - hut only, of course, it the teachers and

students take advantage at them.

Books that you would highly recommend for any

TBacher/educarePs bookshelf.

Well, there are my own books nf course! They are very much written for teachers

and more generally educators, rather than far educational researchers. A personal

favorite el mine is Neil Postman's If® EndofEducation. I like The hook because

it addresses a rather nuqlecred side of the educational endeavor. What education

is lur. Postman points out that a groat deal of educational research and

development focuses on methods, and "engineering problem" as he characserizes

it Hrjwuvm, Ftetman urges, the real problem is one at goals not methods: What

du we want learners te learn and why7 This is the 'end" that Postman refers in

in Ins title - nut end in the sense nf termination hut end in the sense of goal.

Postiimn's question is a tremendously important one.

Policy chungBs/rehadg thatm essential re making the school of torrorrow.

There are many ways te luok ut this but to me une o i the most important is rhe

question of educational ends mentioned above. What is e worthwhile curriculum

needs fundamental reconsideration in mosr settings with which 1 am familias.

Much of what we- typically ask students to learn is simply nm worth learning,

Most students will never encounter many of the ideas again in their entire lives,

loo much of what wtf teach is puurfy aligned with the lives learners are likely te

live hi the understandings they are likely to want ar need.

What values fiwt the school of today shoukfri't be lost in the school oftomorrow?

Oire such value is certainly ihe commitment of teachers. I"or most teachers, The

profession uf teaching reflects personal calling. People do nor heenme machos

te make big money. They hecome teachers because they cam about childrens

learning and values ihe contriklinn ihmr efforts moke to society. I certainly feel

Thai reaching should ha a more honored and better rewarded profession then ir

alien is. Gui I liupe that teaching will never lose its fundamental quality of being

a personal commitment.

Rear! raw? atwvt Of. Perils' in Page 35

“I didn't become

scrmusly involved in

education as a

discipline until I had

almost completed

my doctoral degree"
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